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Foreword
ariDUCATIONAL TELEVISION has made greatitrides
iELi in the five yeard which have elapsed sincithe Federal
Communications Commission set aside television channels
for the eiclusive use of education. Such stations are
located in 29 communities of n the United States, repro-
senting large citips, university centers and, in several
instances, serving entire States through *multiple stations
or multiple studios. The investment in educational tele-
irision now totals over fifty million dollars.

In tbe past two years, closed-circuit television, serving
many school buildings or an entire university campus,
hu been introduced, a complement to the service already
extended by open-circuit broadcasting over noncommer.
cially.licensed educational stations.

It Is too early to predict what may be the effect of
television on education in general, but ita ability to bridge
the gap existing in our country, in educatiOnal services to
the people, is already establIshed. It is bringing educa-
tional programs to many preschool children, to the handi-
capped, to our shut-in children, to tixt old and feeble, to
the person who has for some reloon missed an education,
to the ambitious who work for a living and can only
attend school at odd Imre awl frequently only with great
personal sacrifice, to the dropout in our high schools who
out of some necessity has not been able to -get his high
school diploma, to those feeling advanced standing in
college accomplishment, and to the intellectually curious
who will never wmplete their lifelong inter.* in knowl--
edge with the gifts and satisfactions such knowledge
brings.
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As a means of supplementing the regular classroom
work of our ichools, it possesses a great potential in
thus aiding the teacher in her task of instruction. This
great development in the..ares of mass communication
has already been thp means of more adequately informing
our citizenry of what is happening in the world today.
With the newspaper, the mtgazine, the motion picture,
and the radio, we live in the instantaneous present. With
our schools, our libraries, our museums, our bpoks, we
find the means of integrating the present with the imm&
diate past as well as with the` rich glories of antiquity.
Television serves to bring us both the dramatized past
and the thrilling experiences, of the present

We should take 'advantage of its service.

LAWRENCE G. DERTHICK,
Commissioner of Education.
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Introduction

1.

THERE IS a long- history of accomplishment in the Ose of
radio by our colleges, universities, and school systems. It

began at the dawn of radio by the establishment of Station WHA,
University of Wisconsin, in 1921, actually the first Station to
bmadcast educational programs in the United Staters. WHA has
continued as key station of an educational network, now covering
the entire State of Wisconsin. Other colleges and universities
soon followed, arid today there are over 160 educational radio
stations operating in either the AM or FM hand (or both) in this
country. They are still growing in number.

Educators were among the fi,rst also to recognize the potential
of television as an educational medium. Between 1932 and 1934,
the University of Iowa, Purdue 'University, and Kansas State
College (Manhattan, Kansas) aitually produced experimental
teaching programs using the scanning-disk method. In 1936, by
means of the present Iconoscope system, New York Univeraity
put on programs over NBC's transmitter atop the Empire State

1

Building in New -York. The University has continued to evpeti-
ment until today it grants credit for regular courses.

World War II interrupted the development of television, so it
was not until 1946 that. regular programming was resunied and
a coaxial cable began to stretch itself across the Nation to connect
up local stations with network-originateti programs. In a. short
space of 4 years much .experimentation was 'accomplished which
verified earlier mule!? W0I4'V, Iowa State College at Ames,
became the first licensee of a station to be located at a school of
higher learning beginning operations on Febrpary 21, 1950t

On October 16, 1950, a meeting was called at the U. S. Office of
Education to oisganize thd. educational fOrces of the Nation in a
unified groim for the protection of television channels to be used
exclusively for education, the U. S. Commissioner of Education

.
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having already reques,ted Commis-
sion to set basis.

At the Educational Television
was formed, all to present
at the forthcoming of Com-

the education, at of
which was later t 256.

Foundation, its for
subsidized of the Joint on Edu tional

made extensive grants pro-:
at WOT.-TY in the same year and announced in the fall of

952, a total grant. or $5 million for educational television. Three
dollars was used for matching

on a for the of educational gal
and for establishment of a central

and radio program center, now up at Ann Arbor, Mich. Since
then, the Ford Foundation has made an additional grant of $i
million to the center, covering its operation until January 1, 1960.

The establishment of the National Citizens Committee for Edu-
of came,

year the joint Milton!
of Johns

of and Welfare
I.

This organization had the task educational
munity stations th the while Educa-

(now, Joint Council) it
college, and school field. Office of Education-=

of U. S. Department of Health, Welfare coop-
erates these and .organizations concerned with educa-

issues directories
school participation, provides. listino,

services to applicants for
reviews
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The first Education IN

in 1954 was in 1953 and again in r
1,56. This bulletin, therefore, represents the
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iather than what they should have, he relinquishes his
responsibility to the viewer. If he neglects the first principle
entirely, he sacrifices his audience. If he takes the viewer into his
,onfidence and tries to discover what the viewer really wants to
satisfy his needs, he discovers what the audience should have.

This, then, is the commonsense philosophy of approac
programming discovered through 30 years of radio experience in
this country. "Give the audience not only what it wants, but what

would want if it only knew about it." So radio developed a
coneuming love for good music, a gripping interest in fine drama,
an intimate knowledge of currently important events, a sense of
participation in public issues an instantaneous contact with the
news a unifying spirit of sympathy for the problems of other
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years of experience with radio by souna alone, had been a
warming experience. fed _-,ry so often by ne cold bk.,'
quat% the lack 01 sight. Educational sound motion pict
proved themselves worthwhile teaching tools. But the expense
preparation, the risk of obsolescence, and the expenditure-dollar
for prints, presentee problems. Now, with television, we could have
both sight and sound, available at the turn of a switch, flexible
enough to fit any learning situation, immediate enough to attract i

Iinexpensive enough to experiment with, on a
basis,

and hold inte
deservedly longtime

It soon became apparent that his job was to be done, educ
tion would need its own stations. Experience with radio had
proved that. In the early days of educational broadcasting of
sound, a few hours a week provided about all the air time the
average city school system or college could use to advantage. Over
the years, however, increasing acquaintance of educators with
the educational potential of radio brought the development of
educational FM. There are now 160 educational radio stations
and their number is increasing.

Educators want to produce more and more programs with
specific content, beamed at particular audiences, for special pur-
poses; at the same time, commercial stations are confronted with
increasingly sharp competition for audience. Edu tors also want i
to be able to present broadcastsseries of whi are integrated i

with and express an over-all educational planand purpose. In
radio, the managers and owners of commercial stations had, quite
naturally, exhibited some reluctance to meet the increasing de-
mands of education for broadcast time on stations commercially
owned and operated. The better the programs were in serving 1

specific educational purposes the more likely they were to jeopard
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university center, as well as large cities an the Nation, was pro-
vided with either a VHF (very high frequency ) or ultra
high frequency) channel for indefinite! or permanent use.

By 1954, 46 applications had been filed representing evPr,
section of the United States (or about 20 tercent or available

ncies pre-empted) , 29 construction permits had been
and three stations in addition to were on the air.

ConstructioVermits had been granted
I gra

KTHE, Allan Hancock Foundation at the University of Southern
California, Lo Angeles

KQED, The Bay Area TV Association at San Francisco
KRMA-TV, the Denver Public Schools, Denver, Colo.
WCBE, the State Board of Education at Bridgeport, Conn.
WCHF, the State Board of Education at Hartford, Conn.
WCNE, the State Boar& of Education at Norwich, Conn.
WTHS-TV, Dade County Board of Public Instruction, Miami
WTLC, the University of Illinois, Urbana, Ill.
WTTW, Chicago Educational TV Association, Chicago, Ill.

1 Sixth report and order, Federal Communications Commission, April 14,
52.

NHAT Is BEING DONE 3

i7e Che sales value of the commercial station's time by limiting
audience appeal.

Inevitably, educators and commercial producers have pursued
conflicting and increasingly incompatible interests in program-
ming, with the result that, as educational demand for time in-

when come to know how to the
the time available for on com-

mercial owners and
good audience to sell advertising. Only the up
of the Frequency permitted easing this

to the
Band

exclusively for
So, the Federal Commission, after exten-

sive hearings, set aside 242 256) for the exclusive,
use on April 1.952',
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0I-TV, at imes, Iowa. KUHT began broad-
casting in June 1953, KTHE in November 1954, WKAR-TV in
January 1954, and WQED in April 1954.

Houstnn, programmed for a 5-day week, Monday
Friday, inclusive, 6hour schedule; KTHF programmed for a 1-
day week, with a modest beginning of a 21/2 hour a day, plus addi-
tional time for special events WKAR-TV programmed also fo_
a 7-day week but provided a schedule of 6 hours a day, as well
WQED began with *1/4 hours a day for a 5-day week.

Programs Vd_ _ation

Bearing in mind that educational television is a .Avo-way stree
these stations took the viewer into consideration, as a partner in
their enterprise. Programs were devised to meet needs, after ex
ploring with advisory groups, community organizations, schools
and many individuals what their needs were. In thia manner, they
produced tailormade programs for specific audiences which were
appealing enough to attract the interest of a wider general audi-
ence as well.
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presented a new idea in interpretive reportin._ of the general
including a Program on campus news highlights for the

benefit of the entire "extended" campus audience. There were idsc
the farmer, the businessman, the housewife, tne

audience, and the Art and music, lover, as well as theOuthf
gadgeteer, who wished to improve his home, develop his hobbies,
nd continue his education. The trend moved definitely toward the
acticai in the public needs and evaluating response. Thomas
:le, when he was a professor at New York University, can

is "utility culture," but later on, admitted its practical value.
The trend in school programming became definitely directed

toward a clo tie-in with the curriculum In Sari . for exam-
ple, where there is no educational station as yet. the school pro-
ararns were all planned to fit curriculum needs and were worked
out under the supervision of Robert Burgert, the Director of In-
structional Materials, as director and coordinator of all prozrams
eaching pupils in the schwls. The 3-way lesson of preparation

viewing, and followup, is a prescribeti practice taken over from
the radio and motion-picture lesson techniques. On WOI-TV's
SCHOOLTIME, subjects included health (jr. high) , science (ele-
mentary) social studies (grades 5, 6, 7,) guidance (high school)
Iowa history (grades 5-8) , and art (elementary).

A philosophy of approach and practice was slowly being evolved
n} educational television. There were two meetings (national),
one at Lincoln Lodge, Wis., and the other at Gunflint Lodge, Minn.,
in the summer of 195 to help develop such thinking, both 'spon-
sored by the Fund for Adult Education of the Ford Foundation
and the Nationsa Association of Educational Broadcasters, with
the Aoperation of the Joint Committee on Educational Television.
However, the "proof of the pudding is in the Wing thereof," and
so ideas were translated into live programs. The Lord Foundation
aas now given $6 million in subvention of funds through the Edu-
cational Television and Radio Center at Ann Arbor for the produc.
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tion of programs until 1960. This is the beginning of help which
must be given to translate ideas into programs. The NAEB,
through its "Jefferson Heritage" and "Ways of Mankind" ftriet
for radio, demonstrated it could do this job well, therefore, much
is expected in tailormade programs for television produced ill
cooperation with the Ann Arbor Program Center. The National
Broadcasting Co. now delivers five half-hour program a week
exclusively tailored to educational station needs.
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Listing these stations ehronolcgi
onal stations now on tne air include:

KURT, Houston, Tex.
WKAR-TV East Lansing

Mich
WQED. Pittsburgh, Penn.
WELA-TV, Madison,
KQED, San Francisco, aid
WCET, Cincinnati o

KETC, St. Louis M
KUON-TY; Lincoln, Nebr
KCTS, Seattle, Wash.
WTIQ, Mmfortl Ala
WUNG-T' Chapel Hill

"yes eu

I

WBIQ, Birmingham,
W4B11-TV, Boston,
WILL-TV, Champagn

Urbana, Ill

THS

KRMA-TV
WO

programs,
or

aii-
modem se

nonconAtierci

amt.
ieago. IlL

Mkh.

us.
KETA-TV, Oklahoma Okla.
KLSE. Monroe, La.

Mem
WAIQ, Andalusia, Ala.
WITYY-TV, Philadelphia,
WYES-TV, New Orleans,
WETV, Atlanta, Ga.
WMVS-TV,
KTCA, Minneapolis-St Paul, Minn.
KOA G-TV

Li-

Ohio

educa-

This is a happy picture for educational television, but it is by
no means an adequate one for universal use of television in the
classroom, nor even for adult education. It will take the use of all
the 256 channel assignments to accomplish the objective and pos-
sibly more. Already more than 100 of our universities are putting

* WliAT IS DONE

The New Stations
4

lthough 242 were originally set ex-
clusively for education by the FCC and made firm by
June 1953, n station areas have, of necessity, already been
added, the first one at Mass., center for University
of Massachusetts and Amherst another at North Adams,
Mass., for the Williams College area, third at Green,

the State University located, with
10 nO 8,3 applications which have

for channels, coveriiig all areas
of the States. O.
gran 29 the air, and 8 pplications are

air, re in the VHF the
re limitc

best and mast
ke especially this selective

the

is.

N. C.
Ala.
Mass.

WTVS, Detroit,
Denver,

City,

WLICP-TV, Tenn.

Pa.
La.

Milwaukee, Wis.

Corvallis, Oreg.

.

23
to

Fla.
virrw,
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Programs

will occur in the years
ahead but place in prograniming

The TV networks have also sensed this and
programs of high qualiV for adult iistenins

and in the art, science, the literatures of the
discastedons and direct adult
Gabler" and "Richard II" (2 hours

with Maurice Evans in the title role) the dramatization
of American Tra Place in the Sun", the drama-
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with "Studio
and another
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s the network contribution to adult ed
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In california, a Pries by Professor Frank tarter on _hake-
peare over KECA-TV develope4 an outstanding audience, and
rom Chicago. "Zoo Parade" and "Mr. Wizard" hold vast TV audi-

ence appeal almt as great as "Ding Dong School" has held for
preAchool youngsWrs and their mothers every weekday morning.
The,, then, have been the principal educational programs over
commercial stations available to the public that hats now pur-
chawd nearIMO million TN- mreivers

Telecourses
Educational TN stations opening this rear will bring many new

and different programs to the viewer. In the first place man
"relmourses" in university extension, either for credit to ard a

degree or for certiftcation in the field of psychology, philosophy,
art, music, history, economics, anthropology, languages and liter-
ature, have been adde41.

Universitia and wileges pionftring granting credit toward
&wren by TV were: Western 114wa*ve,, Cleveland, Ohio; Univer-
sity of Michigan Ann Arbor, Mich.; Michigan State College, East
Lansing Mich. Wayne State University Detroit. Butler Univer-

7.

as Ow "Autobiography of 'Benjamin
Franklin", the "Trial of the "Ordeal of Tory

all been "You are There!" (a Sunday eve-
ning series on CUS). sponsored by the
krrie,4 P. of what is happening in
our country in a natural history
zeries from the New York, present
programs for both, old alike, on Sunday afternoons
"Odyss-ey", another youth program on. the Columbia Broadcasting
System, with Chr1es Co Ling-wood as guide, comes earlier in ,,he
afternoon, followed by and the Fort!' Foundation "Cuh

show" Education has been spoofed
"Mr. Peepers" complicated by "MePt

r.4 ill Mc Nutley," of ivy," with Ron-
ald Co1m4.n. Sheen Mondays, "Rober: Mont-

:Jittery Preltepts,", also Mondays, along. One,"
"Sow it Mur-

to
night free
'merit "brainy afternoon" is rain

with heretofore described. This
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Indianapoli Universit Toledo; University
ton: New York 'University, Quincy College
State College, Ames ; University Jf
Iowa; Universi scorisin Illinois
of Bridgeport
Lniversity
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estern Reserve university
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1951. This c_arne its1 a result of expriene with
. 9 o'clock in the mormng over

n 1942 and carri on intermittently during the
war years. Literature was a lint course and psychology a
point course. Three types of student audience were envisag
credit studenL who .would take the slime examinations a8 te
students on campus at the conclusion of the semester who
'Aid ;18 per point, the fee; noncrxiit
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use in his classroom. Every teleisio

nginally planneA, takes an average of 10
so that the university teaching load is relieved to that extent.
When the multiplied student body is considered this betorne, an
economical use of teacher man-hours for such instruction.

The University of Michigan with Garnet Garrison as TV D.
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ri7t serieg 109 Audents enrolled for cret1it and
paid $c_ each for the materials.

than 50,0a0 peop1.P tuned into the
4 _Patin-1

I=N

4 s

'r as estimated that no less
broadcasts. With the

even this registration _Tiore than paid all ex
Quickly folio

vneral e7onomics and music appreciation, and out
child psychology and physical geography,4y,

new sword for it s=1

Western Reserve. The most rem&
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their
'Teiecourse from

the t.orv came in
e examinations conducted at the univ-r-Zt.. (or even-at home

for shut-ins). The TV students finished higher in th ir mark =

.all
he average college student. The comparative light registrations
may easily have been due to the inconvenient hour for wor

#

Other universities have tested evening hours with compara-
ively Aetter results, but the outstanding fact remains e_ffee-
'-ve teaching can be accompli hed by television and that television

1T-tenttally can be x,s effetive as the classroom (by the lecture
..,emonstraton method, at least). Westxrn Re,iyarve nas gone on
trewthening its curriculum no that today five morning

are given also a University 'Fhei1er (on either or
venings) and many other programs such as documentary drama-

thations, conversational Spanish (popular All over the
States), laboratory features, such as "Cbernistry in Modern
Life," "Physics in Modern Life," embryology, many others
in the sciences. "How to" programs
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"How "How to aking .Lne
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over WWJ-TV Detroit actuay prectied Western
whole yftr but they did not at first offer A hour thv1de4

into Ora?. seginents: .(1), A 20-minute riod WeeoLuTse,
(2) picturizztion of work being done at the univel-
the hearing laboratory (3) teletour of- the universi
was later into half-hours: One 30-minute
one demonstration. for
elites ($2 for 14 *1 for . Tails pays for
with reference bibliographies bu includes no book& Fifteen
dre4 people the first semester ; by the wond year
registered. passing of cri examination is rquir, In
order o get a certificate. Popular subjects are: physical
ences, psychology, Ytfory .and, of wpm!, )741-otmg phy, d the
ever-engirtoanig subject of the universe, astronu

The University of Houston, the University of 04
at Detroit, Butler University t !Juliana

Toltdo, the University of Witshin2-on State Uni-
State colk, the University o: Iowa, -3niveratir of

._*$,ftwklttifes c
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thiming have been advanced at these institu-
eas practical coui e result of university

agriculture, eineerine.
geriatrics, home buildi -K and
here people live." h pro-

of the extended- campus
need is paramount. The other type of course is

University Extension wherein people may continue their edu-
receiving credit for their efforts, going
e degrees.

welfare,
economics,

cation wherever it
on to acquire

Graduate work has not y,,t been attempted but it appears to
be an important field of exploration, since thousands of people
engaged in business and the professions might continue their
work for such a degree if they could only return to the campum
of their youthful preparatory days in college. Television now
makes it possible to do this, conveniently, one or two evenings a
week or on Saturday mornings, when time is often available. The
university is not averse to extending itself to its alumni, in fact
one of its major problems has been to find an effective means of

14 TELEVISION IN

years, proceed to credit toward degress after
that. Inv iaitly, examinations in every respect those
given for classroom nd is
on b sis of term-paper exainination. 1957
college TV enröiement in Chicago was estimated to be 4,000 all
required courses covering the 2-year curriculum.
possible to carry on formal education under :the Chicago of
Education for the 2 years high school and prepare students
for standing in any accredited or
throughout the country.

have preferred to give courses attract.
for work the Some have

courses 11 only campus limits, by
the university

area. are set up in classrooms,
recreation college resident halls,
places to facilitate undivided atten doll clear

that television may be received in ligh
easier to take notes and use supplementary
program is in-

At),
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of
first

such fields as
child health,

construction, all close to S;
give direct service to the people

Vine when

left off,

if
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Part II. What tan Be Done With Edu

Television for Adults

onal

p0 FE S SI 0 NAL TELEVISION productions of great beauty
and high quality have pointed the way to similar accomplish-

ments in eAucational television. A good illustration is found in
the field of opera. Great as the cultural impact of opera on radio
was, it can be even more effective on television. Televising the
Metropolitan Opera in the Opera House presenth great technical
difficulties, but Carmen was superbly done "on stage." Howeyer
the television studio production of Menotti's !`Amahl and the Night
Visitors," the beautiful story of Epiphany, the original production
of "The Parrot," a short opera by Darell Peter, and the Mozart
operas "Figaro" and "Cmi fan Tutte" (written for small stage)
are outstandifig examples of what has been done effectively on a
studio small stage by National Broadcasting Co.

Great writers of American drama like Robert E. Sherwood
James Thurber, Maxwell Anderson, Thornton Wilder, Eugene
O'Neil, with T. S. Eliot, Christopher Fry, and Somerpet Maugham
as British compatriots, have all had television brini their works
to millions, rather than thousands. The stage has giveii great per-
formances by Charles Laughton, Alec Guinness, 1-14en Hayes
Ethel Barrymore, Maurice Evans, and many others by _television,
contributing to the expansion of American culture ii a manwr
never before possible in the history of our Nation.

What educators can do with television is suggested' by the out-
standing performance of Claude Rains as Mr. Jefferson in "The
Jei -;ionian Heritage," produced by radio under a Ford grant by
the onal Association of Educational Broadcasters.

The recurring example of Bishop Fulton J. Sheen, seen every
week in "Life is Worth Living," a cmeman show with a chalk.

.4d

16

a
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EDUCATIONAL ;VISION FOR AMA.

.ehrtn, his Philosophy 1 course from Catholic University,
resents a performance of a great teacher, in a cogent well-pre-

scourge. Professor Frank Baxthr's course on Shakespeare,
.e University of Southern California, shows the same kind

reful preparation for an entirely extemporaneous telecourse,
toying a 1ca1 popularity comparable to Bishop Sheen's national

. The Baxter courses are now kinesco. ed ant, are avail-
a., the National Television and Radio Center at Ann Arbor.

lanning Programs
Educational television however, great advantag
er other workers in the TN vineyard. As Professor Richard R.
'Hey and F. J. Van Bortel point out,' "Television of any type
allows scripts, ideas, producton facilities, and talent at a stag-

gain rate. Fortunately, the educational and cultural centers of
the country are in immediate possession of the only endless supply
f raw materials for television programming, namely the arts

and sciences of our civilization. These centers possess virtuall!,
infinite numbers of ideas for effective programming, if it is once
recognized that the vfewing audience of average Americans is.
by nature, inquisitive about the world and the society in which
they live. This assumption is supported by the public response to
experimental educational programs that have been presented
already."

The same authors have drawn up a "theoretical framework for
educational programming that deserves treatment here. Such a
framework, they say, should :

1. Provide a quick and efficient system iof classifying pro-
gram materials.

2. Make it pmsible to specify the character and quality
of materials needed to balance an existing program
schedule.

3. Provide stimuli for the creation of new and original
programming ideas.

4. Facilitate program evaluation by clearly established
dimensions of program presentation in the terms of
the thjettives of the station. This is to say, it should
provide a roans whereby audience response can be
measured and evaluated its the same terms, as those
employed is the concept of the program.

lorsamMillmmorraw

Willey, Richard R. and Van Weal, F. I., A Conceptual Framework for
Programming Educational Televidon. A-1r Communication Review, Fall 1958.
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18 'SION IN EDUCATION

The Meaning B hind the Program
Thus, as psychologists point out, a great deal of thinking

be put into pro ramming far in advance of actual production.
The effect of television on the mass audience for special e
annot be discounted. e World's Series, the Inauguration of

the President, the of a Pone, the Coronation of a Queei
the Congressional hearings are important matters of public in-
terest; the elections, the revolution in Hungary, the discovery of
a cure for polio, the reports on world-shaking events, all possm
another side meaning. The meaning and undtarstanding of Ow

gnificance of these events call for expertness of scholarship prow
t on the fa ulties of American collem and universities. Thus

educational television -can and will supply intimate interviews as_

NBC has done so well in Edward Stanley's visits to homes o
great poets, philosophers, and artists, including Robert Frost, Ca
Sandburg, Bertrand Russell, Frank Lloyd Wright, and Jaequ
Maritain, and in the lighter versions of "Person to Person" intfr
views with Edward R. Murrow. This all points to programs, orig
inating at educational stations, of a vast number of the world'
most interesting personalities, well-known on the campulk o
America, many of whom are like "lights hiding under a bushel,
so far as the general pub c is now concerned.

Charting the Program Structure
In a chartof programs that was made for the American Coun

on Education there were outlined 10 tvpes of programs su
for educational stations.'

The first four typo; do not appear on the chart, for they a
the traditional and expected programs we shall continue to receive
over standard commercial broadcasting stations, produced wi
out particular help of educational institutions. They include: (
Entertainment features; (2) news newscasts, comment, and
discussion; (8) Sports ; and (4) Special events of every character.

Let us begin with No. 5, Cultural, *hich looks especially inter
esting to us. It includes programs of great cultural value operas
like Amahl, produced each year by NBC; Gianini Schicchi by
Puccini, produced also by NBC; symphony orchestras like The
Boston Symphony and the New York Philharmonic ; drama like
Studio One, U. S. Steel Hour, Lux, Kraft, Hallmark, CBS Work.
shop, and many other fine, cultural and entertaining features.

I Dunham, Franklin, Oftatims of an gduesthmal Television Statism
Educational Ruord, Oetobew 1952.
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EDUCATIONAL

Deiefr
like Heri clone

present4ng the
ous photographic el
Jiings. It Lucian

e views of authors on their own and other work, and Music
Appreciatit as in the explanations of the values achieved through

aineti listenIng and viewing through sApplemental visual aids
and the reading of scores. No. 7, News: We a.4 not just its ores-
entation but background material to understand it, presented by
authorities who do understand it, and high level discumion pro-
grams with more light and less heat. No. 8, Talks (and now we
enter the black portion of the pistol chart) . Talks in the manner
of the BBC, in many subjert-matter fields to cover a wide varie
of special interests may all be based upon our college curricula

ge

FOR Am

(for want of a better word) covers pro-
by the National Art Gallery and NBC

works of the world, utilizing that marvel-
in television to take us places and to see

e, as the reviews of current books and
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or in courses of our scientific institu 'o No. 9, Dramati.m1
Research: This is to iv found in countless industrial and engin-
eering enterprises, in many fields contiguous to human n
child welfare, heitith, recreatIon, lumishig, food, and all the ele-
ments of living. And, particularly is it to be found in our universi
and college research laboratorift; and our extensive /wealth instift
tutions, bringing the fruits of study and invention to bear on the
welfare of humankind, for example: johns Hopkins Seim*
Review. No. 10, Direct Tawhing: Not only can we have the exten-
silm of teaching to millions heretofore unable by circumstance to
conveniently receive it, hut we can bring illumination to tM mind
by the audio and visual facultift possessed in television
harnessed to the learning process in the classrooms of the Nation.

To all this must be added reference books, written and graphicio
ally illustrated notes, proper tags for achievennnt, and who
justified, credit toward advancement in the fields of study and
accomplishment.

No. 8 (Talks), No. 9 (Dramatized %march), and 10
Teaching) seem to fall directly within the obligatim and tin
mources of an tution. Nor 5 ( Cultural program;
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The illustrations given here in the bull's-eye chart are simply
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CharacteristIcs of Television
A look at Ow inherait ehar&eristks of the medium of tele-

ision tells as that it possess4: value of immediacy(2) low per capita c(*t of audience coverage; (3) advantage ofa front- scat at demonsizations or at any event; (4) ease and
KA:thorny a film reproduction ;: (5) ability to induce mental par-

tupation ; (6) pivitAvraphic extension of the visual sense; (7)the virtue of inUmate contact with ti* minds, methods, and per-
of the most com teAclwrs; (8) the advan

using one set of apwatus m a laboratory, thus saving duplication of materials (9) ckse relation to texts, following meticu-
alums of stud already available in sciwols or obtainablefor Imme us*, and (10) the power of a visual blackboard where

maw, symbols, =Oda, or moving objects may be displayed with
aural ifiudratvi exPositiOn for ifka
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y years, hLs had the advantage during tlw years of scheii-
radio programs to fit the habits and convenience of its
Viewers of BBC telet_asts now, get like treatment. Duple-.

programming. a practice of American Br4m=deaa.ters in competition
for the same eye and ear, constantly give the audience the choice
between two or more mmellians, two or more variety shovm two
or more coverages of mat public eves1 two or more commenta-
tors. Sine* no one can sily view both programs at the same
time, the audience frequently shifts from one station to another
thin getting a confumxi, even if varlet!, impression of the whole.
Educational television, prelmxting one educational program in a
community or coverage area, give% no Klucational choice but, at
least, makos it rossibk for the viewer to choose between straight
entertainment and something, of educational value What thaw
prwrams of "Oucational value" shall be depends upon the edu-
cational station management

Training by Television. SDC Report, 41L02.08, Special Devke Carew,
U. S. Navy, Port Washington N Y. (Available at Office of Education, Wash-
ingtm 25, D. C.)
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ELEVJSION IN EDUCATION

- W ARTP, Af whip,* State Uotiversit
est by natIve Jolscmeso students pressating their country's

folklore arid customs.

New Demands Placed Upon the Teacher
Quite different demands are placed upon the teacher who ap-

pears before her cia,qs by means of television. While she must
never for a moment surrender her ptimary objective to be the
best possible teacher, she must also be familiar with the charac-
teristics of the medium its limitatiens as well as its possibilities
and able to maKe certain adjustments in her method of presenta-
tion. She soon discovers that an element of showmanship is highly
desirable, but the talent of teaching is a different talent from
that of acting. True, there is something of the actor in most good
teachers, but their methods are basically digerent.

The teacher's is not primarily an emotional -appeal. Teachers
are bent upon eliciting intellectual as ivell as emoNonal reactions.
Emotion is an important element in educiatM just as it is in
living, but the appeal in the classroom is not a climactic one and
requires a talent for sustaining quiet interest and reflection. Like
actors, teachers depend upon ideritifictaion on the part of the
students, but in education this identification is a matter of "start-
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ENRICHMENT PROGRAM FOR SCHOOLS

ing where the pupil " For thiereason, actors cannot be even
lines on television and have them pass for teaching.

Uncovering the superior or gifted teacher who can bring the
classroom or its equivalent alive on television is not an easy task,
for television requires good teachers with a peculiar combination
of talents, if their television lessons are to be projected effectively
through the camera. (The role of the television teacher is coveted
in greater detail in another chapter of this publication.)

It is the purpose of this chapter to deal with various types of
programs and to suggest their usefulness in the teaching of subject
matter. Frequent changes and adjustments of program offerings
preclude the advisability of referring here to programs as if they
were presently ov the air. Some of those mentioned were locally
produced, with resulting viewing limitations, while still others
are network "perennials" which may conceivably continue on the
air for the lifetime of this publication. Emphasis here is rather on
illustrative program suggestions which may : (1) Arouse sufficiebt
interest and curiosity to investigate all current offerings, including
those programs which may haye far greater popularity among
students than among stheir teachers ; (2) cultivate more consistent
viewing habits, looking to the discovery of programs having
educational adaptability ; (8) enable students to add something
to a store of understandings, as well as to become more discrimin-
ating in their program tastes.

Having 'gained a familiarity with the medium, the. English,
science, or social studies teacher wisely turns the programs of
her choice- into a most effective teaching ally. She finds it chal-
lenging to think of the distance which this new force can penetrate
into the hinterland.

Experience tends to show tliat some subjects lend themselves
more favorably to television treatment than do others. Classroom
favorites include the arts the graphic arts as well as drama
and the dance, health, histdry, languages, literature, science, and
social studies, ipcluding geography. Other innovations have been
intioduced with moderate success, but with less regularity.

*tailed analyses of the results of some of these experiences
are being made intermittently by research specialists, but many
of the perplexing problems .now in a state of fitax eannot be an-
swered until there is available a sizeabh body of professional
literature which will include reports on studies made in depth, in
order to determine common objectives of television programs for
education, and methods of measuring succoss or failure to meet
those objectives.
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SION IN EDUCATION

Meanwhile, the teacher, with even limited experiencl and skill
in selecting prograpiii for classroom adaptability, knoWs that a
program must be authoritative and satkiently trubstanthe if itis to bring real meaning to a particular abject, and lhat the
vocabularly must be wain ti* winpramtWen of her Audatid
age level. Correct pacing isatill awAher fiwtor to be

-al-

**own', BostonBeam kiWomem imams b.. Is TV emedWee dons* "Open Iftese" %lift moan'Weft mown "on Wafts."

in judging the efficacy of an artistic and thoughtful presentation.
Except for those communitim where educational television stations
are in operation, or in the relatively few communities where'
in-school programs are prwentAKI over commercial stations, the
classroom teacher is not apt to have easy scam to programs
throughout the school day. She must rather assign programs for
out-of-school viewing which she and her students can discos atthe next meeting of the class. Actually, the teacher who may bein the favorable poon of receiving programs during school
hours should not overlook the rich resources to be found' in manyof the network programs that are presented during evening and
weekend periods.
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ENRICHMENT PROMAIL FOR SCHOOLS 31

Correlating Programs to Classroom Use
The English teacher, for example, will discover a treasure house

f programs that are appropriate for assigneti viewing and later
iscussion. She will find in marfy instances that present-day pro-ducers no longer are dedicated to the practice followed by radioprogram producers and the earlier television producers who in-sisted that a program must be limited to 15 minutes, 30 minutes, or

occasionally to 60 minutes in length. These arbitrary time limits
now have given way if and when the subject requires it to 90-minute schedules, or as in the case of "Richard III" to a full3-hour performance.

Evening and weekend viewing usually includes a number ofexcellent television dramas having an enormous potential fortatching literature. They may offer a student his first opportunityto be a "first nighter," for television has destroyed the dramatichinterland. First-rate performances of "Hamlet," "Macbeth,""The Tamink of the Shrew," "Romeo and Juliet," "Cyrano deBergerac;" "The Barrett; of Wimpole Street," "Man and Super-man," "The Devil's Disciple," "Moby Dick," and many others, haveoffere4 rich resources for study. One teacher is quoted as havingsaid, "I shall never forget the difference that Maurice Evansmade in my teaching of 'Macbeth' to my high school seniors. TheyeAr before the telecast, I had to spend considerable time tryingto indicate simply what happened ; the Evans production enabledme to proceed at once to a discussion of the play as a work of art."Teacher rwponse to what might be termed "educational spec-taculars" has revealed an enthusiastic awareness of their potentialas teaching tools, and in a few instances has led to printed studyguide; for such performanca as "Richard III," Shaw's "Man andSuperman," and others. The less experienceti teacher finds theseprinted guides extremely helpful in any attempt to deepen herstudents' appreciation of Shakesware. In the case of the 3-hourfilmed version of "Richard III," the guide was based on a previewof the film which, of course, is not possible in ti* ease of mostlive television dramas.
Equally useful, however, is the T elegiac which is featuredfrequently in Scholastic Teacher l and which heralds, well in ad-vance, a significant program summary with pertinent suggestionsInd study questions. The one which preceded the memorable 90-ninute performance of "Behind the Looldas Glass," was based
Published weekly; Sept..--June. Scholastic Publishing Co., 23 W. Forty-econd St., New York 38 N. Y.
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82 TELEVISION IN EDUCATION

on an interview with the people behind television's Mite in Won
derland, and provided intimate details not only about the star
performer, Eva LaGalliene, one of the most outstanding actress&
in both England and the United States, but graphic descriptions
of some of the intricate production techniques that were being

employed to insure an accurate adaptation of Lewis C-arro.

hook.
In addition to television performances of the classics, the Eng-

lish teacher and her 4tudents find the medium brings them fre-
quent and easy access to contemporary contributors to America's
cultural heritage. Through television the viewer is learning tin
names and works of present-day dramatist such as Paddy Chay-
efsky, Reginald Rose, Ted Mosel, Horton Foote, Gore Vidal, and
others. Program serf such as "Studio One," "Project 20," "Pro-
ducer's Showcase," and "Playhouse 90" have provided vehicle
for croative and experimental programming innovations cm

television.
Television also has made it possible for viewers to see and

hear some of our great men of the age as they talked quietly and
informally in almost astonishing intimacy'. Throughout their live
comparatively few hunian beings have looked on the faces and
heard the voices of such truly great men u Robert Frost, Frank
Lloyd Wright, or Carl Sandburg, until they saw them in intims
conversations on television. 4

Enrichment Programs
A review of both locally produced enrichment programs as Ina

as thwe being distributed by the Educational Television and Raa
Center, at Ann Arbor, Mich., shows English literature and
to be a eonsistent choice. Dr. Frank C. Baxter, profeswr of
lish literature at the University of Southern California,
a television "star" in a few short months thTOUgh bI d
and thoroughly mf,aningful pramtations of "Shabspeare on

His programs are now released regularly for showing thro
the Nation over educational channels, and --gender the p
conditions over commercial channels wlere no fflucatimd
channel has been allocated.

Of the 12 programs presentAxi wftkly over commercial Stalin*
by the Philadelphia public schools, a particularly notabk cen
which is offerfti on Saturday at 11 a.m., is titled "Poetry for

dftigned to incremse enjoyment and appreciatim of poetxy,
onry by the child in clam but by the entire family. Likewise
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ENRICHMENT PROGRAM FOR SCHOOLS 38

uring out-of-school hours, a new "Color Recital" presents on
aturday afternoons a variety of local semiprofessional perform-

ers in presentations in color of drama, opera, and ballet. And on
Wednesday evening, a program in !Practical English" deals
mainly with English usage, pronunciation, use of the dictionary,
etc., which makes for enjoyable and profitable viewing by the
entire family.

Similar success with experimental programming on television
may be found in the records of school systems in such large cities
as Baltimore, Chicago, Detroit, New York, Minneapoli St Paul
Des Moines, Los Angeles, San Diego, Atlanta, and others

While the tendency may seem to stress the importance of above-
mentioned, programs as tools of learning for the teacher of litera-
ture the wise and discerning teacher of social studies will find
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TELEVISION IN EDUCATION

many of them ugly adaptable in studies of group
minority problems, and individual orientation.

The social studi teacher, as well as the English teach
be alert tAi selette4 sequences in such programs as "Om
which, as the title implies, includes a broad selection ol
from fine drama; to a musical version of "The Adven
Tom Saw-yes:" to a history of American musical comeAy
famous conductor-composer, lAxonard Bernstein in a re
demonstration of American ballet by Agnes de Mille; and
subject of bullfighting as revealed in the story of Manolo
worlds' greatest toreador to name but a fw of the high:

"Wide, Wide World" offers a myriad al people, piaci
things of interest to the young and the not-so-young, as Li

eras show what is going on exactly at the time it is hap:
whether it be on the cable car in San Francisco, the C
Caverns, a huge manufacturing plant, or in a frien
with Grandma Wawa in her studio.

"Camera Three" has been one of, television's most prc
cultural experiments over a 3-year period, diering as it
continuing study of man in terms of his relationship to
and to the world about him. Sometime referred to as "1

of the imagination" the producer tries, in "Camera Thr
orchestrate the arts, using narrative, poetry, music,
visual arts in such a way as to enrich each single art fo

The many innovations in Edtvard R. Murrow's "See It
series offer unlimited opportunities for enrichment of tlx
studies. One of the mwt appealing in the 1956 serial was
minute presentation of the "The Secret Life of Nam Ki
which the famed comedian appeare4 as Ambassador-at4w
the United Children's Fund. Joking, singing, clawing he tr
50,000 milt:* into 11 countrim to bring to his viewers
stories of ill, undernourished, ragged children m

- of ti* world. To aid teachers to prepare their
program, the National Education Associaticni, m
the Columbia Broadcasting System, prepared a special criad
guide, which was announced as the first in a
pared gildes designed to relate significant topics
Now" serks to the elenutntary and

Odor programs of interest to the social
the weekly the Press" and 'Face tin
the ng analyse;
such commintators as Erie Sevareid,
Daly, and Quincy Howe.
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TELEVISION IN EDUCATION

ng made to have them carried over local NBC commerci
outle in areas where an educational stations is not n the air.

Televis fin and Books
Television neips reading. Despite criticism to the con

mple evidence that television pro- are a natural sprin
rd to iner-easa chiIdren reading ordtng to a children'

an in Houston, Text. -1=hildren ask for ,°-Twenty Thousana
agues Unde At they &aw it on television's 'Dimiey

land.' Or they wanted all the books available on Davy Crockett
for the same reason." Probably not even Walt Di&ney would haw
predicted that his Davy Crockett programs on television wou
have sent millions of children' to the library or the book.:
Yet literally millions of youthful television fans in coonskin
went forth to find books which they could read about their ne
found hero. Library shelves were swept bare of everythi la
Davy Crockett And ingenious teachers direk-kt*Ai this unpretik-
dented enthusiasm to many other books and stories about pioneer
life and frontier history. Wben "Miss Frances" mentioned a book

on "Ding Dong School," both adults and children floodeti ti
libraries and bookstores with reguWs for it.

Similar stories of curiosity and motivation were detected
a result of the program series, tqeleventure Tales," which origin-
ated over Station KING-TV in Seattle, Wash., and which is now

available for showing elsewhere on kinescopes.
The teacher who is careful to make the connection betwevl

television programs and books, finds that programs do stimulat*
a child's curiosity and raise questions that can best be answered
by books. Thaw who feel that television has diminished children
interest in reading have only to examine the current
children's book sales to learn that they have doubled in the past
kl years.

Typical of othet programs that are apt to send children to a
variety of good books is "Let's Take A Trip.," One program where

a baby alligator and a crocodile were shown, sent children to an

encyclopedia to look up differences. Interest in animal stories
been given great impetus through such network programs as "My

Friend Flicka," "Lassie," and "Zoo Parade."
One of tim first experimmts in a local raiding program to

attract nationwide attention was the "Strounlined Reading"

series originated by the educational Station WKNO, Memphis,
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Television and Science

Television hek cienc teaching. Of all available
vision is the appropriate one for satiMying widespread publi
demand for science data. Today, by way of television, ons of
people, both in and outside Ow classroom, may simultaneA)usly look
over tiw shoulder of tiw scientist as I* demonstratft and citterib

enti& principles. Millions may view with the scientist, through
his tnicrAmcom once otwure or unknown facts about our world.
In a few television minuWL, the scientist is often able to give a
more ample* understanding of aj new discovery than could be

6 many hours of .untutoreAl reading and study
m tfachers will recall one of the earliest television

suctess in the field of science wu the "Johns Hopkins Science
in which Director Lynn Poole, of Johns Hopkins Univer-
among the first to use the medium dfectively for the

promulgation of seientifx knowledge. Later efforts have pmenteA
wizard" in weekly science cknumstrations, primarily for

upper elementary andIunior high school students. Donald Her-
the "star" in the role of "Mr. Wizard" is himself a teacher,

may explain his fftling that young scientists are made
in life by giving theth a chance to find the rewards that come

from disciplineti curtosi
first in a new sem* titled "Science on TV" might be termed

a science spectacular." Presented in November 196 under the
title "Our Mr. Sun," the first program was designed to answer
perplexing (Nations about utronomy and isotopes. The second,
"Hemo, the Magnificent," presented the story of blood. Program
are spaced at some distance apart and it remains for the teacher
to watch for sulmequent- offerings if she is to incluck 'them in
clawoom &amnions.

The serial, "Air Power" which was 2 years hi preparation,
th the cooperation of the U. S. Air Force, traces the development
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Radio _ter at Ann Ar

A recent release of a
attracting nationwide attention

presentations of the teacher
originated as a local program

produ
both Lie

fit the local curriculums
n natural so lice. Still further

adaptability to _elevision is to
the Educational Television and

Mich.
Rt-u& erie entitleA "Di

mainly of the
ry Lela GrIme&

jig over Station WG
educational television station in Boston, it wa later
as one having wide appli -Anon in other communitim. It i pr*Tot
ently being distributed nationally
vision and Radio Center

Other releases in the field of science being distributKi by fly
center are "Almanac," which originated over Station KETO, S
Louis, Mo., in cooperation with the Missouri Conservation Com
mission, and which features the notwl photographer and wildlife
authority, Charles W. Schwartz, in a series about the world out
of-ficx)rs. A series titled "The Atom" felitures Dr. Edward Teller
sometimes considered the "Father of the Hydrogen Bomb" in ex
planations for the nonscientist of what is known about the nature
and structure of the atom. "Frontiers of the StvA" presents 1.1*
resources of the Marine Laboratory the only subtropical marine
laboratory in continental Unitexi States in an effort to slum
how marine research benefits mankind from an economic stand.
point. Another timely scientific writ% deals with the funtianwntals
of rocketry and man's efforts to haniess this source of power
from earliest attempts at jet propulsion to earth satellites

Program logs from local communitim show science to be among
the half dozen subjects to be included in most local school prow
ductions for classroom enriejunimt.
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TeIeviso,jid Languages
ag on television

-'t4-T"- *7-3 m a nurnt_wr of &rents.
guage

t el
-n a national or n

rench Isims are

ith vary-
_t

upplement classroom instructi n as a part of the Mo-
wk-Hudson Television Council "TV Schooltime" on commercial

tation WRGB in tIR Schenectady, N. Y., area, over the eAuca-
tional Station WQED, in Pittsburgh, Pa., and over the educational.
Station WBIQ in Birmingham. This last-named station also fea-
him similar instruction in Spanish for high school students
and adults, as well as for the elementary grades. The educational
Station WGBH in Roston likewise presents biweekly instruction
via television in Spanish and in French. Station KRMA-TV, the
educational station in Denver, reports a highly atm:maul aerie%
titled "Pow a Poco" for the sclxpobi within viewing range, and
it is expetted that it will be carried on a emitinuing basis to be
supplemented eventually by a similar wrifs in French.
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Television for the Very Young
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The NBC Television Network Advance Schedule a meographed
document, covers a 2-week period. Requests to be ad&d to the
mailing list should be directed to: NBC Television thrws, Press
DepartmentoNational Broadcasting co. 30 Rockelefier Plaza, New
York 20, N. Y.

The CBS Television Program Guide is releaseti quarterly and
ontains interesting facts about public affairs news, and other

informational and cultural programs. Attention is directed to
special one-time programs as well as to routine schedules under
the various categories. Requests to receive copies should be di-
rected to The CBS Reference Department, Columbia Broadcasting
System, 485 Madison Avenue, New York, N. Y.

In addition to program indexes such as thew, teachers should
not overlook the penetrating program critiques which appear as
syndicated columns periodicals in one or more newspapers in
many of our metropolitan cities. Program analyses by Jack Gould,
of the New York Times, John Crosby, of the New York Herald
Tribune, and Robert Louis Shayon, Goodman Ace, and Gilbert
Seldes, in the Saturday Review offer valuable suggeistons for
determining the success or failure of a given author, producer,
and a cast to turn in effective television performances.

If the teacher's second responsibility as an instructor is to help
to develop appreciation for "better" programs, she begins, as was
stated earlier, where she finds the learner, watching and studying
the programs he likes as well as those she thinks he ought to like.

I She must be familiar with what she criticizes so that her criticisms
are valid. As she expresses her personal reactions to programs,
she does not present them as definite standards of what is good
and what is not good, but rather as a point of view which is differ-
ent from that of others, perhaps, but as worthy of consideration.

Actually, what the problem reduces itself to is simply the qu
tion of developing taste in the uses of the medium, just as one
tries to foster taste in the choices of books to read. To use Edgar
Dale's shrewd phrase, "Good taste comes from tasting good
things." Once this taste has been sufficiently cultivated, it becomes
easier to identify mediocrity and to show a preference for
ritograms of genuine merit.
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Part IV. How a Community Can Plan for

Educational Television

THERE has been a tendency on the part of schools and colleges
not having the advantage of television of their own to look with

envy upon the 83 communities in which the Federal Communica-
tions Commission has granted a locally-usable television broadcast
frequency for educational use. For the most part, these communi-
ties are dtkly appreciative of the opportunitiesihus afforded them
to develop their own respective educational television broadcast
stations and most of them frankly recognize the prestige advan-
tage to be anticipated from doing so. In fact, as shown in Part I,
a substantial number of these communities are already engaged
with the various stages of educational station development or
planning. However, qiiite a few of the remaining ones seem to be
somewhat unflecidwi as to immediate station planning intentions.

Examining the Need for a Local Educational TV
Station
In view of the almost universal faith in television's vast educa-

tional potential, it may seem a bit difficult, at first glance, to com-
prehend why any community fortunate enough to have a television
broadcasting frequency available locally for educational station
assignment should have shown the least hesitation in starting
active station planning. Certainly the idea of broadcast-station
ownership and operation is not new ! Some of the first-radio broad-
cast stations to begin operation were owned by colleges and uni.
vereitfes ud, since Um) advent of frequency modulation (FM)
broadcasting, 'station mars* by educational institutions has
boom fairly commonplace.

a
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44 TELEVISION IN EDUCATION

In some instances, it is possible that the several educational
institutions and organizations in a community where one of 255
educational TV broadcast frequencies now allocated may choose,
deliberately, to pass up the opportunity thus afforded to develop
a local educational station. It may be, for example, that informa-
tional and cultural needs of the community are already being so
well served by an existing school or college-owned radio station
that an educational television station would be considered unneca-
sary. Or, perhaps, commercial radio and TV stations serving the
community may be giving schools and civic organizations all the
air-time they can possibly use fa* educational programming.
Again, it may be felt that the community already has access to a
sufficient number and variety of good television programs pro-
duced by commercial brodacasters, themselves, to satisfy its needs
for informational and cultural programs. Or, if the community
happens to be one which affords ready access to a better than
average variety of educational and cultural resources well
stocked and imaginatively administered public libraries and mu-
seums, perhaps a local symphony orchestra or opera, ample lib-
raries of teaching films, program recordings, and the like it
may prove extremely difficult to arouse any substantial community
interest in adding an educational TV station.

Admittedly, it may not be easy, under such circumstancesAo
justify the need for a local educational station. On the other hand,
it must be borne in mind that any of these presently-reserved TV
frequencies not promptly claimed for educationahstation develop-
ment are subject to reclassification for commercial station assign-
ment. In other words, the community which delays overlong in
deciding whether or not to make use of the educational TV fre-
quency allocated to it, or which decides to pass up this opportunity
for the tithe being, faces a prospect of losing the opportunity
forever.

A New Concept in Educational Station Planning
Precisely who, in any community where one of these frequeno

cies is available, should assume the responsibility for deciding
whether or not to develop a local educational TV station? The
local board of education? A nearby college or university? In the
case of aural broadcasting (Conventional AM and FM "sound"
broadcasting) , the educational stations were developed by in.
dividual colleges and universities, and by individual school ay&
terns. However, certain factors unique to television broadcasting

a
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necessitate an entirely new approach to educational-station
planning.

In the first place, aural-broadcast frequencies available for edu-
cational-station assignment have been plentiful enough so that
almost any educational institution prepared to offer a regularly-
scheduled broadcast service, designed to meet acknowledged in-
formation and cultural needs of school and home listeners of its
Nurrounding area, could have its own noncommercial educational
roadcast statiop. This has been especially true in the case of

FM (frequency modulation) broadcasting, where allocation of a
continuous band of 20 successive FM frequencies exclusively for
educational-station assignment makes it possible, by assigning
each frequency in as many different locations as possible, to
accommodate upwards of 2,000 educational radio stations.

In the case of television, the situation is quite different. Here,
no single frequency (or "operating channel") has been set aside
exclusively for either edttelfional or commercial assignment. What
may be reserved for educational assignment in one locality may
be designated as a commercial channel in another. In speakingof "the reservation of 256 locally-assignable television broadcast
channels for noncommercial educational broadcasting", what actu-
ally is meant is that, in each of 256 different localities, one oranother of the regular TY broadcast channels is reserved, for
the time being, for educational station assignment. In other words,in the case of FM broadcasting, enough frequencies are allocated
exclusively for educational broadcasting so that, except fill a veryfew congested metropolitan areas, practically any educational in-stitution able to afford the cost of a station and -able to qualifyfor a license, can have a station of its own if it likes. On the otherhand, educational television stations are possible in only 256 differ-ent communities and in no instance is more than a single full-timestation possible in any one of these communities.

It is fairly obvious, then, that in any one of these communities
where two or more separate educational institutions -want to
develop educational TV stations, either the single available TV
channel will have to be assigned to one of them, with the under-
standing that it will make a proportionate amount of the station's
air-time available to each of the others, or the single available
channel must be assigned to an independent cooperative entity in
which each of the several individual institutions is a co-owner.

Thus, no single school system or college in any one of thime
communities can undertake to develop a local educational TV
station alone, unless it happens to be the only educational institu-

.
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tion in that locality and is prepared to give adequate assurances
that it will endeavor to meet the informational and cultural pros

gram needs of all responsible groups and organizations of the
community *hich might otherwise become a competing applicant
for the one available educational TV channel. The same is tame,
likewise, with respect to deciding whether or not the community
shall make use of the educational TV broadcast channel allocated
for local use. No single school system or *Ala% nor any single
civic, professional, or cultural group can be presumed to hold any
prior right of decision. This is a determination in which all must
share.

Another factor which points to the need for a cooperative ap.
proach in evaluating the nevi for a local Klucational TV station
(and, if it is decided one is needed, for developing it) is the matte*
of 'TV station construction and operating costs. In the comb of

educational FM broadcasting, a full-power station capable of pro-
viding service to a radius of SO to 50 miles can be built for aps

pmximately what one single classroom.in a podern, fire-resistard
school building costs anywhere from #30,00 to WOO. A

television station capable of providing comparable broadcast cow
erage will mit roughly 10 times this amount between MAX*
and $500,000. Moreover, a school can start FM broadcasting with
one of the special class 10-watt stations costing as little as $2,500

to $5,000 and gradually expand its facilities, as additional funds
become available, until it reacim full-power operation. In the
case of television, however, it is not feasible to start with awed,
ably loss than the full allowable power. Competition is so grid
among commercial station applicants for every avallabbs TV
broadcast frequency, that any educational station licensee wiw
might undertake to operate with limited power or to operate 0317

a few hours a day, is likely to find himself under fire from at*
me.rcial interests of the community for failure to serve his maxi-
mum potential audience.

A similar difference exists with raped to programming and
station-operating costs. In operating an educational FM station;
an annual budget between $1.0,(0) and $20,000 will probably be

enough to meet the maintenance and operiting costs of the aver-
age station transmitter and provide a cieditable amount of "live"
programming, whereas an annual budiet of from $100,000 to
$200,000 or more is needed for operating and p
average educational TV station. Judged &wording to
school budget standards, the average school system or clew
which must look to tax-derived public monies for all or a major
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portion of its support, 'is likely to consider an annual expenditure
of this magnitude for educational station operation prohibitive.
In consequence, it has been necessary, in most of these localities,
to work out some kind of cooperative arrangement by which the
several school administrative units that would be served by a
local TV station share both the initial cost of constructing the
station and the annual expense of running it.

In most instances it is possible to develop a local educational
TV station only through cooperative support by all local school.
administrative units, and by all civic, professional, and cultural
organizations of the community, all of which share in deciding
whether or not sucb a station is actually needed.

Evaluating the Need for a Local Educational TV
Station
How, exactly, does a community where one of these TV frequen-

cum is availabk for educational-station assignment go about decid-
ing whether or not a local station is actually need? Perhaps
the beet place to start will be to undertake a communitywide
survey aimed at identifying informational, cultural, and skill-
training needs which either are being neglected entirely, or which
are being only partially met by existing communications facilities
of the community and for which the whole community can appro-
priately assume responsibility. As such needs sre identified, the
survey committee will need to evaluate each one with respect to
the possibility of serving it through the medium of television. An
examination of the program offerings of local commercial TV
stations may reveal, in some cases, that certain of the needed
educational programs are already available. In other instances,
it has been possible to persuade commercial station managers to
provide at least some of the kinds of programs that are needed.

However, as has 'been pointed out, there are some educational-
program needs, in any given community, which commercial sta-
tions cannot very well undertake to meet. For example, there is
often a need for at least some TV-program series designed to
meet fairly specific educational or training needs of relatively
small viewing audiences. Before urging a commercial broadcaster
to provide programs of this type, it will be well to consider that
any time he broadcasts programs of limited audience appeal, be
does so at the almost certain risk of losing a substantial portion
of his audience to competing stations. Even though he may be
willing to offer co* or two program series of this nature, It would
be unrialistic to expect him to do any conskterable amould of

4
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programming of this kind. It is evident that any sOstantia1 need
for educational programs o limited audience appeal indicates
the desirability of having a local noncommercial educational
station.

Another factor to be considered is whether or not the educa
tional programming potential of the community can be utilized
effectively and adequately if the community is limited entirely
to such educational programming as can be done on air time ma&
available by commercial TV stations. Some communities will
experience no problem in this respect. Others may find a rich
iiriety of resources which, if fully utilized, would provide conten
materials for a greater number and variety of high quality educa
tional and cultural programs than commercial TV outlets of t
community could u:se

Finally, any survey committee of the kind that has been s
gested needs to give careful study to the whole problem of pro-
viding TV programs designed to supplement regular classwork
of the various schools that lie within the area a local educational
station could serve. There is an increasing demand for program
series designated for in-school, class-group viewing. In order to
facilitate their use, these will need to be scheduled at hours whom
the greatest number of class groups they are intended to sem
will be free to view them, and program length must be such tint
any such broadcast will fit within a normal class period in that
locality. It is often difficult for local commercial stations to make
air-time available for a few series of this kind, since schools ten4
to want such broadcasts at times of the day now becoming attrac-
tive to commercial sponsors. However, the commercial TV broad-
caster faces a real problem when it comes to undertaking th
broadcast educatio rograms designed for students and adult
listeners during out-o hool hours, because many of these are
desired during early eveni g hours when the demand for air-time
hours by commercial spon rs is greatest.

Study of this problem, then; will usually tend to revolve about
trying to get full and unequivocal answers to four questions: (1)
If the schools of the community are solely dependent, for tluir
programming needs, on air-time donated by (or purchased from)
local commercial TV stations, can they be assured of enough air-
time for the amount of programming required? (2) Can the local
commercial station (s) guarantee air-time for those programs of-
fered for in-school viewing that will match.class schedules closely
enough to make them usable by the majority ofthe class groups
of the community for which they are intended? (8) Can the local

48
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commercial TV broadcaster afford to make enough air-time avail-
able for nonsponsored educational programs designeti for student
and adult homelistening to meet the anticipated demand? (4) If
the schools were to arrange to use Ctommercial station facilities
for their educational TV programming,, might situations arise
where station policies would require the exercise of a termination
privilege that the school's program production might consider
unreasonable ?

As a commu
needs of the

'de survey of eAuc tonal television program
suggested draws toward its conclusion, the

survey committee may find itself in possession of a vast store
of data, all pointing to the desirability of developing a local edu-
cational TV station. Data from each occupational and professional
group of the community probably indicate somewhat different
program needs, as may be true with respect to the data from
different areas within the community. When all of these have
been compiled and classified, it may be found that the community
has a very substantial number and variety of informational and
cultural needs that could be met mmt easily and most directly by
means of suitably designed television programs.

Moreover, survey-committee members delegated responsibility
for finding out how much of the needed educational programming
the local commercial TV broadcasters will undertake to provide
inevitably will discover: (1) That each commercial-station man-
ager is willing to. assume responsibility for providing at least one
series of regularly scheduled educational programs dealing with
subjects or personalities that offer promise of fairly wide audience
appeal; (2) that few of them will reasonably find time for TV
program series designed to serve specific (although important)
needs of relatively small viewer audiences; and (3) that often
too little valuable air-time can ,be spared for nonrevenue educa-
tional programming to make it feasible to undertake to do more
than try to serve more than the very general and most widely
distributed informational and cultural needs of the community.

Thus, the community will find itself confronteti with the neces-
sity for deciding whether it should scale down its etlucational TV
programming ambitions to such proportions as can be accom-
modated w#hin the public-service prwamming capacity of local
commercial stations, or whether `educational program needs that
could be satisfied only if the community had its own independent
educational TV station are of such crucial importance that they
cannot be ignored. If the' survey has been made with sufficient

type
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care and thoroughness to glve a true picture of local tn
and cultural nee it should provide an adequate basis for deciding
which of these two alternatives represents batt choice in any
given community.

Aside from its primary function, such a survey may seml
several other ends sufficiently valuable to warrant passing notice.
To 1:ggrin with, a survey of this kind provides both opporttinit
and incentive for all elements of the community's population
work together on a problem preimme4:1 to be of significance for

a socially u.w_ful end in itself. In kading people of the coma
munity to identify, analyze, and evaluate their intellectual and
cultural needs, it may encourage critical self-examination

The circumstance usually encountered of being able to get only
enough air-time from commercial TV stations for a very limited
amount of educational programming form the community to
deride on a proper priority order rating for each of Um educa
tional program neeils that have been icktntitied awording to over-
all importance and urgency. This is especially useful, because it
twrves to focus public attention on the neexl for "doink first things
first."

By no means least of the incidental valua likely to come front
such a survey are the 'mythological effects it may have upon Ow
community itself. Educational advantages claimed for tele itthm
that may at first have seemed theoretical and remote will beton*
increasingly self-evident as the survey prof Similarly, mai-
tial uncertainty as to precisely how a community goes about findift
out whether or not a local educational TV station is needed wW
gradually disappear as definite educational jobs television can
accomplish are identified. Finally, there is a tendency, upon sue-
cessful completion of a communitywide survey of educational
program needs, for the community to look on this achievement
as the completion of the first step in the actual development of a
local educational TV station!.

Determining the Feasibility of Operating as an
Educational Station
Having decided that a local educational TV station is necessary

in order to meet educational program needs too important to
ignore, a community is ready to proceed with the second phase of
educational TV planning. Hen, the aid common will be caw of
investigating ways and means of Mc ding the cost of amistructing

ok
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nd staffing such a station, and of assuring continuing financial
support for its operation.

Probabbr the ideal situation would be one where the
education authority, a major university, or city school s
would be able to finance the entire coot of developing the station
and in consideration of acknowledgment by all other educational
institutions in that locality of the propriety of its applying for the
oeally available educational TV channel, would be prepared to

undertake full responsibility for mrving the principal educa-
tional program needs of the community or an entire State. How-
ever, it is doubtful that more than a very few, if any, single
educational institutions will find themselves in a pmition to do
this.

There have been instances where a single university or school
-stem could afford the initial cost of constructing and staffing

such a station, provided other educational institutions and civic
organizations of the community are willing to share operating
and programming costs. In still other instances, it is possible for
two or more separate educational institutions to undertake, jointly,
to construct and operate a station on a partnership basis. How
ever, it smns as if a majority of the communities where educa-
tional TV channels are still available will have to look to a still
broader base of financing if they are to be able to take advantage
of this opportunity.

The pattern that has merited in those metropolitan centers
where educational TV stations are in operation involves formation
of a nonprofit corporation, representative of all the educational
institutions of the community, which becomes legahy responsible
for the exercise of all developmental, ownership, policymaking,
and programming functions in relation to the projected educa-
tional station. A substantial portion of the initial cost of con-
structing and staffing stich a station chas been met, in most eases,
from a combination of funds raised by public subscription, grants
from local-and national foundations and iiiemorial funds, substan-
tial lump-sum gifts from local manufacturers, merchants and
other individual citizens. However,----once such a station has been
completed and begins operation it is usually presumed that the
several educational institutions of the community will each con-
tribute its agreed-on share to the annual operating and program-
ming budget

Any community which looks to this type of e4lucational station
financing will be able to get yaluable advice on how to mobilize

,
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local mace of fin&nci&1 suppor-i1/4 by wrl
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Part V. How a TV Station Can
Essendal &3rtikem

URUG the ftftndft and exploratory phasim
TV station p of the actual work o
tional program neelia, o cAnva&sini the oanimuni

tional programming potential and of exploring the feasibility
veloping a local station will be handle-Ai by voluntarilv-co

uommitt kxiy oraniied into a
lwre a local school syMern or xlIege was

for initiating educational TV planning, the community
ill usually look to it to head this central planning committee.

ere the initial incentive for planning came from Ow combineA
of two or more educational institutions responsibility for

supervi8ing T483)31114 activities will prohably be shared betw
them. The same will likely be true of situations where
for Kiticational TV planning originated with tlie commum
Whatever the basis of supervisory direction, the planning work,
up to point then, will exhibit an informality that is lacking.

phasths of planning.
Once the decision has definitely been made to proceed at once

work of developing a local educational station, planning
es will necessarily take on an air of parliamentary t-

rim, because from this time on, every decision that is made, as
well as full details of the method by which 't was reAched must
become part of the official record.
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Finding the Best Qualified Applicant
One of tht first official stew; to be undertaken, as planning

enters its third phase, will ordinarily be to create a special mrn
mittee made up of authorized spokaimen representing each of
the local institutions and organizations in any way concerned with
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one metropolitan community to another, according to variations
in State laws governing corporations, and according to the number
and variety of corporation members in each community cor-
poration.

_Determining the Station Facilities Needed
As soon as t_ legal entity status of the applicant authorized

to apply for the lc- lv available educational TV channel has been
established, the actualwwork of planning the station's physical
facilities begins. This will necessarily precede filing the applica-
tion for a station construction permit because much of the techni-
cal information required for making out the application form
will ot even be knoiwn until it has been determined precisely
what station facilities are needed for the programming that is
proposed.

It should be -empha ized at the very outset, however, that the
job of actually determining what station facilities will be needed
arid of planning the details of station construction is much too
complicated to be undertaken by other than a professional broad-
cast engineering consultant who is thoroughly experienced in TV
station construction. This will be true even in CALSE3 where the
apjicant either has been operating a full-power radio broadcast
station or has had considerable experience in motion picture
production.

Admittedly, experience in broadcast station operation will have
many advantages for any applicant since engineering, operating,
and management problems in--radio and televiiion are similar.
Likewise, casting, staging, and microphone techniques normally
used in motion picture production are not far different from those
employed in dramatized television programs. Yet planning and
constructing a TV station will confront the educational station
lanner with a multitude of problems for which previous radio-

tion ownerdhip and operating experience will have provided
no ade4u4e basis for making decisions, while film making expe
ence applicable to television will be of little, if any, immedia
use until the station is. completed and ready for operation.

It is difficult to estimate average costa of installing and operat-
ing an educational TV station.3 What would be adequate in one

3 Average edukhtional TV applications show /850,000 installation maps
and $150,000 per year cost of operation. WKAR-TV cost approximately
$500,000 and operations are $150,000; KTHE cost only $150,000 in already
constructed Vuilding and operating budget is $100,000; KURT cost $815,NO
and operating budget is $90,000.
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community might not meet programming needs and operating
conditions in another community, and, even if station facilities
needs of .all communities were identical, costs would vary widely.

Any educational station will need at least one reasonably large
studio (2,000 to 3,000 square feet in floor area) for "live" program
production. At least two TV cameras of the Image Orthicon or the
Turret Vidicon type will be needed for the simplest productions.
These, along with camera dollies, synchronizing generator, basic
camera control equipment, audio equipment and lighting facilities,
will represent an outlay, at prevailing prjces, of between $50,000
and $55,000. Ordinarily, however, a third catnera will be con-
sidered necessary, bringing the total for one studio to somewhere
between $65,000 and $70,000 exclusive of costs of partitioning,
sound-treating, and air-conditioning.

In, most cases, it will be considered desirable to have a second
studio, equal in size and equipment to the first, in order to pe
able to accommodate rehearsals while the station is on the air.
This will add another $65,000 to $70,1 I.ti It may even be necessary
to provide a third studio, smaller in si and e4uipped with two
cameras rither than three, depending on how much of the sta-
tion's programming will be "live." Thus, studio facilities for
"live" programming may involve a total of anywhere from a
minimum of $50,000 to somewhere in the vicinity of $200,000.

In many instances, it will probably be desirable to provide
portable camera equipment for use in telecasting actual classwork
in progress, or for telecasting school and community acfivities
of various kinds. Where connecting lines capable of carrying tele-
vision program signals are available between the desired pickup
points and the station's transmitter, the additional equipment
investment May be no more than $20,000. However, for maximum
flexibility, A mobile unit costing between $60,000 and $70,000
might be desirable.

Where the major portion of the programthing is originated
locally, it may be desirable to provide kinescope recording facili-
ties. As done at the present time, this involves what amounts to
taking a motion picture of television programs. Kinescope record-
ers, consisting of a "bright" monitor, special 16 millimeter sound-
on-film motion. picture camera, and rapid film processor, Are
available on the market today which permit continuous filming
of dlevision programs automatically. The list of quch an auto-
matic kinescope recorder will probably fall somewhere between
$35,000 and $45,000. Use of this type of equipment will enable
the local educational TV station to produce program at times
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Also to No considered, is the need for facilities for telecastingfilms and t4e various sizes of slides and filmstrips. in addition,the conventional 16 mm. sound projector offers another meansof projwting teaching films class-group viewing as well astelevision. Yet it must be remembered that television offers theonly practical meAns of showing such films to home audiences.Moreover, motion picture sequences, color slides, filmstrips, con-ventional lantern slides, and opaque pictures can often be intro-duced to "live" TV program to illustrate particular points or todocument generalizations. Accordingly, facilities for telecastingprojected materials of these kinds will usually be considered anessential item of station equipment. Equipment costs, here, willrange from arount$15,000 to as much as $35,000, according tothe amount of use't4t is to be made of such materials.Naturally, the More a station may require in the way of pro-gram originating facilities, the more studio and control-roomspace will be needed to accommodate It. Auxiliary spate needs forstorage of *stage properties and scenery and for such things asmaintenance shows, paint shops for painting scenery and titlecards, and the like, will also tend to increase with the amount oflive" Programming to be done. It would hardly be possible toestimate anz "average" costs for studio and control-room space,but the Mutational station planner will do well to bear in mindthat this will usually be a fairly substantial item in station con-struction cost *and that, like prwram production eqUipmentcosts, it wilt, tend increase with the amount of 'live" programproduction: i I t costs.
OrdinarilY; the cational station planner will already haveforme4 a fairly cl4ar notion of the programzning obligations theprojected 'station should undertake by the time the community hasapproved his applying far the locally available TV- frequency.Visits to =menial TV stations in his Vicinity to observe actualprogram prodtmtion will help him to estimate certain: of his pro-duction facilities needs. However, before starting depuite plan-ning of the arrangOment of studio facilitits, it is alwais advisableto get professional station engineering sidvice. In other words,if professional ns cnaulb. servides have notbeen I should be done WI delay.,eat the eduëatlonal station planner must take itto Accountgroup. of factor. that are so dloaelyr interreate that theymust be *sighed in reJatLoü to one another. One of thae includesfactort to in cop&Ure4 in_ chimingVa.most. advaniftwus sitefor the datiml trananitter and antenna; the other troup, thpis
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to be considered in cimosing= the most advantageous location for
the station's studios and administrative offices.

First, it should be pointed out that the distance to which any
radio or television broadcast station can broadcast a satisfactory
program signal is largely determined by four factors: (1) The
output power of the transmitter ; (2) the efficiency of the transmis-
sion line in delivering this power from the transmitter into the
station's antenna (3) the efficiency of the antenna in distributing
this power, in a concentrated layer, over the station's service
area; and (4) the height of the antenna above the average eleva-
tion of the surrounding countryside. While increaaing any one
of these will usually extend the station's program coverage to a
greater di:Aft-ince, the last-named of the four is especially important
in TV-station planning because, in addition to giving extended
station coverage, a high antenna location will usually mean far
less difficulty from coverage problems such as "reception shadows"
and "multi-path interference." For these reasons, it will normally
be considered an -advantage if a TV-station's transmitter can be
located Immediately adjacent to a high hill or a tall building, in
order to save on antenna-tower cost as much as possible.

In several instances, commercial TV broadcasters have arranged
educational station antennae to be mounted on their own towers
either without chargo or on a nominal charge basis. Wherever
this opportunity is offered, the educational station planner will
usually be well advised to accept, even though this may mean
locating the transmitter so far away from the preferred studio
location that a microwave relay will be required to connect the
two. (After all, a microwave relay can be installed for around
$20,000, whereas a tower may cost upward of ;75,000.) The only
likely exceptions would be where one of the members of the edu-
cational-station planning corporation already owns a building oar

prominent hill in the immediate vicinity of the preferred studjo
location, high enough so that a relatively inexpensive mounting
mast will provide sufficient antenna height to insure the coverage
needed, or where the owner of such a potential antenna site is
willing to make it available at nominal cost. Availability of such
a site would make it possible to locate studios and transmitter
close enough together so studio program amplifiers could feed the
transmitter directly without any necessity for relay equipment,

In undertaking to determine the most advantageous location
for the station'è studios and administrative officep, five bask
factors will need to be considered. First, since (a) the officially
designated location of any broadcast is required by the FCC to
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coincide with that of its principal studios, and (b) since program-
ming operations will require a very substantial amount of super-
visory attention, it will be desirable wherever possible to locate
the station's administrative offices in the same building as its
studios. Secondly, in any community where it has been agreed
that one particular educational institution shall be responsible for
supervising the station's operations, it is desirable that studios
and administrative offices of the station ix located on the premises
of that institution, or as near to it as possible. Thirdly, suitability
of any existing building for conversion into studios and adminis-
trative offices should be evaluated in terms both of whether it
provides the required amount of space and of whether the neces-
sary modifications can be accomplished with a minimum of struc-
tural alterations. Fourthly, it will usually be considered desirable
that the studios and administrative offices be located where they
will be conveniently accessible both to the station's regular oper-
ating staff and to teachers, student groups, and otters who will
be participating on programs. While there is a tendency to think
of accessibility in terms of centrality of location, station planners
should not lose sight of the fact that other factors, such as avail-
ability of off-the-street parking space, nearness to streetcar and
bus lines, or location on through boulevards or expressways, may
be equally important. Finally, as indicated earlier, it may some-
times be considered advantageous to be able to have studios, ttans-
mitter, and offices all in one building or in immediately adjacent
builditurs.

In some instances, it has been possible to find a potential locationfor studios and administrative offices that will meet all of these
conditions. In others, it will I* found that certain of them will
either be irrelevant or will actually be in conflict with each other.It it evident for example, that the entire station simply cannot
be housed under a single roof where the transmitter must be
located across town or out in the suburbs in order to take advan-tage of the availability of antenna space atop the tower of a com-
mercial TV/ station. Only when all of the factors peculiar to a
given community have been identified, and have then been inter-
preted by a professional station engineering consultant, will the
local ixtucational-station planning institution or corporation beready to undertake ti* contractual and construction work involvedin building and equipping the station.

Constructing the Station
Gradually, as decisions are reached in the course of this in-
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tensive study of station facilities needs, the enginftring con
sultant firm whose services have been retaineti will translate them
into specific items of station equipment to be procured, and into
detailed specifications for their installation and arrangement
Then, when final decisions have beemade as to where transmitter
and studios and offices will be located, the actual station layout
will be blueprinted ready for submission to building contractors
for bids covering remodeling and new construction, and for In-
clusion with station component lists and installation specifications
to be submitted for bids to broadcast equipment manufacturers

Eventually, then, all bids will be evaluated and the fpntracts
for equipment and materials and construction be let, and the
actual work of building the station will get underway.

Staffing the New Station
Generally speaking, educational station staff needs will

influenced to some extent by : (1) The nature and complexity
of the programming to be undertaken (2) the number of hours
of station operation per day that is contemplated ; and (3) the
number of hours of "live" programming to be produced locally.

Television station 'weration by educational institutions is still
.4
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oo varied to provide any exact basis for estimating what any
given educational TV station is likely to need in the way of pro-
graniming, operating, and management personnel, but estimates
are available for calculating the size of the station personnel
budget likely to be required. Such estimates place %this amount
at anywhere between pio,poo and $160,000, but it should be pointed
out that estimates that have been offered to date -are based on
commercial station practices and may or may not be applicable
to educational station operation. Probably the lower figure will
be found too low to allow for any considerable amount of "live"
production while the upper figure may be higher than necessary.

So far as administrative, clerical, and engineering services
are concerned, it would seem reasonable to expect that staffing
needs may not differ substantially from those of the education
ally-owned radio broadcast stations, except that possibly top
administrative and engineering positions may carry a somewhat
higher salary rate betause of the -heavier responsibilities involved.
More program research people and script writers will probably
be required than in radio due to the more complex nature of TV
scripts and to the need for both auditory and visual documentatign.

Several types of employees, hitherto unknown to broadfAstiFil
will be required art directors and assistants virIO- develoVand
decorate scenery "flats" and stage "props"; a property custodian ;
a lighting technician and a crew of assistants; a "special effects"
director and one or more assistants; a film director, film editor,
and one or more projectionists, and, perhaps, a studio photog-
rapher who takes record photographs of staging arrangements
and the like. The control-room engineer of radio broadcasting
become; the audio-control engineer of a 9-man studio production
crew, consisting of director, floor manager, two or three camera-
men, boom-mike man, master-control engineer, video-control en-
gineer, audio-control engineer, and studio engineer. (In the case
of more elaborate productions, this production crew may be en-
larged to include one or two additional camermen an assistant
director, a producer, and a projedionist)

However, the job of staffing the new station need not wait
for its completion. It will usually be desirable to employ the direc--
tor as soon as definite station planning begins, in time to help
with the work of evaluating educational program needs of the
community. Similarly, the thief engineer and one or two assist-
ants might properly be employed in time to help with the jobtf
collecting and processing the technical information that will be
needed in making out the application for the station's construction

68
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permit It may be desirable, fairly early in the course of actual
station facilities planning, to hire the station's program director
together with one or two assistant directors as may be needed,
and at least one thoroughly experienced television script writer
since they can be particularly helpful in relation to planning
studio facilities and in helping to train existing school personnel
for programming itmponsibilities.

Finally, it will usually be desirable to inaugurate a fairly corn*
prehensive in-service training program in which existing per-
sonnel reassigned to programming and technical operations
responsibilities, working under the direction of the% newly hired
specialists, will actually begin producing educational programs
in the form of kinescoped sound films for inftediate experimental
use and evaluation, and for subsequent broadcast use when the
station "goes on the air."

Providing Facilities for InmSchool TV Viewing
Part of the programming of any educational TV broadcast

station will probably be'directed to production of program aerial
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designed for use by specific class groups to supplement regular
school work currentl) in progress. It is desirable, then, to give
some thought to the problem of providing suitable facilities for
in-mhoof TV viewing by class groups

There has been some tendency to look to large screens for the
answer picture size at least 30 x 40 inches; a minimum viewing
distance of 2 picture widths; a maximum viewing distance of
6 picture widths; and a maximum, included viewing angle, of
40 to 60 degrees (20 to 30 degrees to either side of the axis of
projection) ; and, of course, opaque shades to cover the windows
However, experiences reported by teachers whose classes use 7%
programs regularly would seem to indicate that these standards
appear not to fit the claxsroom TV viewing situation.

In the first place, the greater brightness range ("sparkle")
and apparent depth of TV pictures inherent in direct view picture
tube operation appear"to enhance picture "readability" to a some-
what greater degree than results when projectell pictures are
simply made larger. Then, due to the characteristic curvature of
the picture-forming surface in the TV picture tube, plus the fur-
ther fact that fhe TV picture is seen by transmitted light, rather
than by reflected light, the effective viewing angle for television
is slightly wider (actually, an included angle of approximately
80 to 90 degrees) than that for optically projected pictures. More-
over, since the TV picturels seen by transmitteti light that is
generated within the picture tube itself, television can be viewed
at levels of classroom illumination that would "wash out" projected
pictures completely.

Finally, 'LW program producers have learned to fill the receiver s
picture area with just the essential details of any pictured situ-
ation, omitting all picture field details not immediatley needed
to convey the intended meaning. In consequence, essential "sub-
ject matter" of a given TV picture "frame," as seen on a .21-inch
or 24-inch TV set, will often occupy about the same viewing screen
area u it would if it were being shown in the form of a conven-
tional classroom sound-film on a regular size classroom projection
screen.

Under the present Tv! set pricing structure, a standard make
home-type table model receiver in the 21-inch or 24-inch picture-
tube size offers the greatest value in terms of dollars of cost per
pupil accommodated. This does not mean that a single 21-inch
or 24-inch receiver will suffice for an average-size class group.
Actually, experience has shown that a classroom of average size
and normal proportions will ordinarily require two TV seti for
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satisfactory group viewing and that, with two oats in use, no
student need be seated beyond the maximum viewing range of
each set.

There is still some question as to the closomt distance fctTV
viewing. Some of those who have studied this problem would place
the near point for class group viewing at about 3% times the
width of the actual picture area on the face of the picture tube,
but the majority would place it at a distance of 5 timft the picture
width. (This would amount to a distance of between 51/4 feet and
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angle and physical dImensions of ciasgroom seats currently u
vrill be found that each inch TV set can accommodate between
and 22 students (depending on grade level) r that each 24-

inch set between 2 and 24 tudents. e y, it has been found,
actual daroom TV viewIng experiences that television
ers must be angled away from window walls at.sornewhere

tween 3-5* and 46° Po that direct daylight and window reflections
will not fall upon either the face of the picture tube or upon the
proteztive cover glass in front of it. This means that TV sets will
normally net-A to be locate41 somewhere near the classroom win-
dow wall, facing diagonally toward the opptite wall. Thirdly,
on the basis of classroom TV viewing experiences, to date, it has
been found that the two or more sets in any given classroom must
be so oriented with respect to one another that no student any-
where in the row will have an equally goad 'view of two pictures
at the same time. Otherwise, viewer attention is frequently broken
by periods of "visual shopping for a better picture."

Two different classroom arrangements that meet these three
conditions are shown diagrammatically on pages 68-69. Each rep-
resents a typically dimensioned classroom, and each suggests a
seating arrangement.that will accommodate a viewing group of
36 students. Arrangement B offers two potential advantages over
Arr,gemerd A: (1), Plug-in provisions for antenna connektion
and_ for operating current c#n be grouped together in one location,
thereby simplifying wirink requirements, (2) with the two TV
sets lomted corner-torner, the television "sound track" appears
to come from a single direction;Tather than from two. However
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Arrangement likely to be preferred by most schools since
teachers, unde tAndably, prefer to avoid the inconvenience and
commotion involved in rearranging classroom furniture for view..
ing sessions. In fact, it was this arrangement that was adopted as
the basic viewing-room arrangement for use in the closed-circuit
teaching experiments at Pennsylvania State University at Uni-
versity Park, Pa., and now appears to be gaining favor, general1y.

Obviously, considerable experimentation .and research are still
needed before any "ideal" classroom viewing plan can be recom-
mended. New technical developments now in lirogress are likely
to offer opportunities for still other. arrangements. Meanwhile,
either of the two plans pictured should provide an acceptable
interim arrangement. In choosing between them, it should be
pointed out once more that Arrangement A has already demon-
strated itself in use, whereas Arrangement B, may possibly offer
additional advantage.

Technical considerations strongly point to the advisability of
installing al built-in amplifier "master" antenna sy7stem in any
school building where most of the classrooms will eventually be
equipped with TV sets, rather than to use independent antenna
facilities for each individual classroom set. Not only can a well-
engineered master antenna system virtually eliminateintefference
between sets in nearby rooms all reduce all kinds of ktatic and
hum pickup to, the lowest possible minimum.). but by varying the
amount of signal preamplification to suit tile respeetive station
signal levels at the several *television stations serving the local
area, each classroom 'receiver is Able to tune in all of these stationi
with uniform picture quality and freedom from static and inter-
ference. Moreover, should one of the' desired stations happen to
be a UHF station, a relatively inexpensive converter can be added
to the master antenna systerh to convert this station signal to a
locally unused VHF channel, thweby obviating any need for a
school so equiiiped to purchase the higherrpriced combination
VIIF-UTIF sets where stations operatieg in both bands are to be
received. Finally, adding stilt another relatively inexpensive unit
to the master antenna system, naThelyaa closedfircuit tianskitter
tuned to any locally unused TV channel, will convert it into the
video equivalent of the long familiar central sound systerr, making
it posaible to originate lecture table demonstrations and studeit
woikshop video programs withip the school building and to dies
tribute these to any all other roma with TV sets, as &Sire&
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Part VI. Exploring the Practicability of
Direct Teaching by TeleOsion

FEW SUBJECTS, if any, in the past two decades of publicr education have awakened such widespread public interesNr
have so thoroughly challenged the imagination of professional
educationists, as has the question of whether or not it is possible
to teach regular school and-college subjects by television as effec-
tively as they are normally taught in a conVentionel claffsroom
situation. Interestingly enough, there is no longer any question
as to whether or not students can or do learn from viewing edu-
cationally ldgnificant television programs, or as to whether or not
television programg designed specifically to supplement regular
classroom teaching can be used to motivate student effort and to
enrich school experience for young people generally. Instead, the
focus of interest for educators and lay public alike is that of de-
terminingi experimentally, the extent to which direct teaching by
television in -thq' basic subject anis at publip school and higher
education levels can be used Offectively to perform teaching func-
tions traditionally performed by individual teachers working di7
rectly with tmall class groups under conventional classroom
recitation-discussion ,conditions.

Telecourses .Prove Practicable
The idea* of tieing broadOasting to enable a teacher to reach

student, beyond the physical confines of the immediate classrocim
is not nei. quarter centuri ago, colleges and universities that
owned and operated iadia statimis gaited broadcasting extensiop
courses for the convenience of enrollees in isolited rural areas
who could not readily join local extension study groups. A survey
made at Michigan Stath University durini the 196546 wade*
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-72 TELEVISION IN EDUCATION

year showed a total of some 280 separate telecourses being offered
by 69 different colleges and universities, and since that time the
total has risen to almost 400 courses.

Supplementation-Type Programming
At thte public school level, educational broadcasting has devel-

oped along substantially different lines. As had been true in the
case of radio broadcasting, initial ventures into television broad-
casting in most instAnces involved demonstration-type program-
ming over local commercial stations designed to maintain
community interest in the work and purposes of the schools by
showing samples of commendable student achievement and per-
formance skills. Then, gradually, as school people came to recog-
nize the potentialities of broadcasting for motivating student effort
and for providing new instructional content materiala not other-

American histdry series for ntermediate grades features math-en* Props iupplied by Henry
Ford Museum, Dearborn, from its George Washington collectiork

yTVS, Detroit

I Telecourses for Credit East Lansing, Mich.: Michigan_ Eltate 'University
Continuing Education Service, University of the Air. June 30, 1956.
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DIRECT TEACHING , 73

wise immediately accessible to the individual classroom teacher,
demonstration type -programming gave way to a new type com-
monly known as "supplementation" or "enrichrnept" program-
ming.

Basically, this concept orthe role of educational broadcasting
rests on the assumption that radio and television from the stand-
point of public education, are to be thought of as "access channels"
to potentially useful instructional content materials not conven-
iently available from conventional sources. The obligation it holds
for the broadcaster is one of providing educationally significant
supplementary content directly related to individual courses in
the basic school subjects and of scheduling these broadcasts at
times most tonvenient for reception by class groups for which
their use would be appropriate.

The individual classroom teacher is assumed to be the person
continuously in a position to know precisely what her class group
is intellectually and psychologically ready to be taught and how it
should be taught in order to make it maximally meaningful. There%
fore, she is held to have the right of final decision as to whether
or not she will use any given educational radio or television pro-
gram at the time it is.broadtast. Finally, it is considered to be
her responsibility to deOcksiii the amount and kinds of comple-
mentary teaching (or "titiltiation") needed tor each enrichment
type program she Considers it advantageous to use with her class
groups. This type of programming has been treated in some detail
in Part III.

Evolution of the Direct Teaching Concept
By the middle 1930's, credit-course broadcasfing at the college

level had become tairly common, particularly in colleges and
universities that operated their own broadcaSt stations. The fact
that radio courge enrollees generally had been found to do about
as well on the achievement-type tests used with the regulak on-
campus courses as did students who took the same courses- norm-
ally was accepted as "proof" of the practicability of direct teaching
by radio. However,, most of these "radio courses" employed the
conventional "college lecture" type of lesson presentation with
little modification other thari to restrict the movements of the
professor sufficienly to keep him within the "pickup pattern" of
the microphone. By contrast, classroom instructipn in the public
schools for the most part had developed along the lines of. the
familiar question and° answer recitation-discussion pattern still
widely used today. Understandably then, public school people
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tended, at that time, to look upon 'the radio teaching method"
as poorly suited for use below the college level and, in consequence,
to consider any notion of using radio for direct teaching in public
school subjects impracticable.

To be sure, there had been several noteworthy occasions where
radio had been pressed into service during a communitywide
emergency or epidemic that ne&ssitated closing the schools tem-
porarily to epable teachers to teach their "absentee class groups,"
so that the prescribed content of the local course of study could
be completed on schedule. Moreover, subsequent use of standard
achievement tests to find whether sttdents "had learned enough
from going to school by radio" to obviate any need for holding
"Saturday makeup classes" or for extending the school year
invariably showed entirely satisfactory progress. However, the
fact that each of these ventures into direct teaching by radio had
been undertaken simply as a temporary expedient tended to
identify it in the minds of a great many school people as nothing
more than a trubstitute for c9nventional classroom teaching.

Meinwhile, what is known as "School of the Air" radio broad-
casting which had started in the latter 1920's with enrichment
type progragtming wits gradually undergoing a shift in orientation
in the direction \of a modified form of direct teaching variously
identified as "demonstration teaching," "specialist teaching" and
"master teacher broadcasting."

Early program use surveys began to reveal Astances 'where a
local scbool, lacking a teacher trained to teach a particular sub-
ject, was attempting to use an enrichment-type program series
to sio the basic- teaching job in that ktbject and assigning one of
its A. al.-teachfrs to do wliatever supplembntation teaching was
nece: : flJ. Gradually, on the Muds of the findings from measure-
ment studies in schools that undertook to use radio in this manner,
it became reasonably evident that it was possible to do on accept-
ably effective teaching job in many of the commonly offered public
school subjects by using a savable eprichment-type program series
to do' the basic teaching job in combination with careful and
thorough supplementation teaching (or "program utilization,"
to call it by its less definitiye but more tommon name) by the.
teacher immediately following each broadcast.

The Specialist Teacher,
As news of these findiings spread, State and local school system

that were doing schoolofathemair broadcasting began to r
the emphasis of their *subject area program series to make
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Manor TEACHING 75

more readily usable on a sNcialist teaching basis. The "radio
teachers" were selected with greater care, in an attempt to have
each course series "taught" by the local teacher judged to be
truly of specialist teacher stature in the handling of her subject.

Insofar as practicable, individual broadcasts were planned
to serve as self-contained teaching units, and manuals and study
guides for -each program series were developed to help the in-
dividual local teacher improve her "program utilization technique"
by suggesting a variety of possibly applicable followup devices and
student activities. Except for a few subtle knd not readily dis-
cernable differences in structure atfd emphasis, however, these
programs were closely similar to the programs of series produced
for enrichment use.

Up to the time of the beginning of World War II, this type
of direct teaching by radio, though fairly commo; had not yet
achieved anything remotely approaching general acceptance. One
city school system, that of Cleveland, Ohio, was experimenting
with direct teaching in all subject areas on a citywide basis and,
by that time, had accumulated a fairly substantial amount of
achievement score evidence of its practicability. Elsewhere, how.
ever, direct teaching use of radjo was usually nfihed to ex-
'Oratory exiSerimentation in a few selected courses or with a few
selected class groups.

The Same Cycle Again With Television*
With the advent of television, broadcasting at the public-sChQol

level diluted, much as it had with radio, with bruadc*ing samples
of student perforinance, gradually expanding' inio the field of
enrichment-type programming related to specific curriculum areas.
However, as the colleges and universities began to aidapt their
credit-course offerings for presentation by television, the whole
instructional approach underwent a change in character and with-
in a very short time the familiar _lecture method had been super-
seded by what has been termed the "lecture demonstration"
method. What on nglio, had been verbAlly communicated )"know-
how," on television became "show-how" and collegesourse broad,
casting began to take on a new significance.

Meanwhile, a similar change set in at the public-school level.
The addiiion of visuat demonstration to verbally communicated
explanation tended to make the enrichment type program even
more a "self-teaching" unit of experience than had been achieved
by radio lessons planhed iptentionalli for direct teaching. use!
Instead of merely Teferrini- to visual materials whkh the cue-
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76 TELEVISION IN EDUCATION

tornary radio series teacher's manual had suggested, the teacher-
on-camera herself showed whatever illustrative materials she
thought likely to be needed to establish visual identification of
unfamiliar objects and places and things, or to help studerits
visualize the internal structure and dynamics of new concepts.

Even when the specialist teacher approach began to make its
appearance in television programming designed for in-school
viewing, the teacher-on-camera was no longer a "superior" to be
envied and mistrusted but, instead, became a helper who assisted
with the more routine communication phase of teaching so that
the local classroom teacher might have more time left for the more
meticulous job of helping her students interpret and apply the nelv
television communicated experiences.

Use of "television lesson" deoadcasts in the public schools,
although still offered for use solely on an elective basis, has shown
a steady growth, until today, it is fairly general in oar larger
cities. Difficulties in adjusting class schedules to match broadcast
schedule's still continue to limit the use of such broadcast series
in a great many schools, and lack of 1uitable classroom facilities
for television viewing impose still other limitations. Significantly,
however,, concern overathe respective merits of enrichment pro-
gramming as opposed lo direct teaching programming appears
for the most part, not to have carried over from radio into the
field or television.

Today, instead of concerning herself over whether she is trying
to fit televisian lessons into her own teaching" or "trying to fit
her own teaching into that of the television teacher!' the average
teacher who elects to make use 'of lesson telecast series appears
to do so with something of a feeling that she is deliberately inviting
the teadter-o-n-camew to come into her- classroom once or twice a
week by television to help out with an aspect of the total teaching
job which she, lacking the variety of illustrative and demonstraa.
tions materials and the specialized skills in using them, could
not do as readily.

Not only, then, has direct-teaching programming, once con-
sidered to be unsuited for use below the college level, now come/ to be accepted_ as educationally and philos6bically sound at the
elementiry )schooi-Aevel, but the prevalence of its use has tended
to make school people sense a distinction between the two ,concpts
of the role of educational brOadcastitig which had not been
Apparent before the advent of television.

Enrichment programming, from the standpolint of the broad
caster, finds itself immediately in competition with infomational
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MIXT TEACHING 77

and public-service programming already beilig done by the com-
morcial stations and networks. From the standpoint of program-
utilization by the classrooin teacher, it finds itself in competition
with teAching films an&other types of library materials designed
Aor selective use precisely when needed. Direct-teaching program-
ming, however, competes with neither for it undertakes what
neither the commercial brotidcaster nor the text-materials pro-
ducer has ever atttoppted to accomplish.

E

Closed-Circuit Television Invites Further Experimen-
tation
Early experimentation in-the use of television for direct teach-

ing was handicapped by the fact that most school systenp and
colleges were completely dependent off the generosity of local
commercial stations for any opportunity to explore possibilities
of adapting established instructional bechiliques and procedures
to the new medium and devising such new lesson posentation
techniques as might be needed. Aecordingly, at the staa of direct
teaching by television, lesson presentation patterns tended gen-
erally to follow program formats of standard television broadcasts.

At first the programs attempted merely Ito bring viewers a
picture of a teacher teaching a physically present class-group, on
the assumption that each lesson ifresentation needed actually tch
picture a recognizably normal classroom situation in order to
enable the individual viewer to achieve any feeling of immediate
participation. Teachers, too, tended to prefer having student
groups ap4peaNith them on camera, to help them achieve opti-
mum "pacing" In their teaching to indicate for them, by
the questions they asked, any points in the lessons that might
need further _elaboration or clarification.
1Nradually, however, observations reported by researchers, to-

gether with evidence from viewer reaction studies began to raise
some doubt about the utility of this practice. Repeatedly research-
ers have noted that when a student group is seen on camera with
the teacher, the psychological effect on the individual viewing
group member tends to be one of "making him' feel himself to be
merely a spectator to something that hi happening to somebody
else, free ,of any obligation to pay attention to what is being saia
and done," iristead of giving him any sense of being a participating
member of the group in the 8tudie.2

2 Kumaiii, Hideya. An Inventory of -Institutional Research. Educational
Television apd Radio Center, 2820 Washtentw. Ave., Ann Arbor, Mich.
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78 TELEVISION IN EDUCATION

As this point of view gained currency, threct4áching programsbegan to undergo some significant changes m format The student-group used on camera was decreased in number or elirninatJaltogether and the basic camera (Camera One) was moved to anew position directly facing the television teacher. Other cameraswere added to permit "dollying in" for closeup "shots" of displaymaterials and for over-the-shoulder inspection of teacher dem nArations involving precise manipulations within a relatively mavisual field (such as showing how to read a micrometer, or hcwto read a vernier scale or demonstrating how to sharpen a sawblade) . Gradualh the lesson presentations took on the productioncharacteristics. of regular broadcast-television programming.However, not all schools and colleges interested in experiment-ing with television as a medium for direct teaching were so fortun-ate as to be located near a commercial broadcaster able to makeany substantial amount of air time available for school broad-casting, and t were so situated often found that-theamount of time vailable to themwas inadequate for theirneeds. Accordingl) rem t televtton equipment firstmade its appearance scho1s And 1legáre quick to interestthemselves in exploring its potential applicability, either for useas a substitute for broadcast teTvtSion facilities or, where theinstitution chanced to be one'tt that planned, eventually,to operate its own TV broadcast, a for use in experimentingwith educational programming technic' preparatory to goingon the air.

Closed-Circuit Equiprnrnt
Fundamentally, any closed-circuit television system consists othree basic parts: The vogram-origination facilities, the dis-tribution cable system, and the receiving facilities.
The program-origination facilities include one or more 'tele-vision cameras and their associated camera-control equipment, oneor more microphones and a microphone-control mixer preampli-fier and an electronic device tha) mixes the combined camera out-put signals with the combined microphone signals to form a singlecomposite program signal identical in character with the programsignal that is transmitted by any regular TV broadcast, exceptthat it has only a tiny fraction of the power that the signal trans-mitted by a TV broadcast station has.

The distribution cable system includes a system of shieldedcable program lines interconnecting the program drigination pointwith each of the roonii within the building (or buildipgs within
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a school system or an entire community) where it is intended that
the programs be receivable, along with any amplifiers that may
b'e needed to boost the power of the program signal to insure clear
picture reception at all viewing locations, and suitable line ter-
minating units at the individual receiver locations for plugging in
the individual receiving sets and matching their antenna input
characteristics to those of the signal supplied b!, the distribution
ystem.

The receiring facilities normally consist of standard television
eceivers.
The chief distinction betweeen closed-circuit teievisiw and

"open-circuit" television (or "broadcast television" as it is better
known) is that, with a 6)BI-circuit system, the progtam "trans-
missions" are carried entimly within the cable circuits of the
distribution 'system and are, therefore, not receivable except on
television receivers connected.slirectly to line terminating 'outlet
boxes" of the distribution system (more often known aa a "master
antenna system") , . wherekowith bKoadcast t1evisio, any TV
receiver capable of tuning to the Station's perating channel
can tune in its broadcast's.

Another distinction, of course, is the great difference in in-
stallation and operating costs. For a television broadcast station
of average power and covetage, the combined costs a transmitter,
antenna, and antenna-supporting tovur alone can eisily rug to
$200,000, and the transmitter operating costs may average any-
where between 5 and 16 thousand dollars a year., Program-origin-
atioi facilities to provide for one studio for "live" progrAmming,
plu facillULes for the use of films and tines will cost anywhere
fr $90,000 to P00,000, or higher.

ducational Institutions that ,plan, eventually, to go into Iu-
ca al TV broad some.? !If:* prefer to bpy broadcast-..
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type camera
circuit svstr

uipment for program origination over ci
instead of starting out with less-cl

type cameras ordinarily employed in closed-circuit 0
However, where there is no immediate prospect of th
going into actual broadcast programming, there ar
definite advantages
f camera equipment.

For one thi

gained from using th=

the "Vidicon"
damaged by improper handling

camerituiiw
non-professi

than is true of the "Image Orthicon" tube used in ztu
_amera designed for broadcast use, a
placement, the r 1e& than the
tube. Then, u the Vidicon camera4ube
compact design of the camera along with lighter weight
greater operating convenienu.

Most important, from the standpoint of camera use in diret
teaching operations, the Vidicon-type camera can remain
on stationary display materials charts, maps, diagrams,
models, and pictures of all kinds for prolonged periods' of
without any danger of image "burn-in" on the photosens
picture-scanning surface of the camera tube whereas the Ima-
Orthicon tube can be ruined beyond recovery if left focused
a nonmoving pattern of object for more than a very few minutes.

Since something over 80 percent of the needs for visual-informa-
tion usage in teaching involves types of materials whose instruc-
tional significance lies in identification of physical appearance,
and relative size and contour of objects or persons, and in tracin=

en it does require r=

an Irlizty hic
mits simpler, morf
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a closed-circuit.
gram origination facili
programming are desired.

adcast system by merely
to accommodate w

(In fact, an entire 30-

g pro-
gt

can
equipped, at the time of construction, with a master-antenna

-:tern for the simultaneous transmission of up to seven program
gnals wo 1-inch receiving-seth installed in each c1a5sroom and

minimum pr g am-origination facilities for the simultaneous pro-
duction of two separate direct-teaching lesson series, for only
slightly more than the average cost assuming fire-resistant
construction ----- of a single classroom.)

Educators were quick to recognize that closed-circuit tele-
vision affords advantages for experimenting in direct-teaching
programming that had not been feasible over television broadcast
stations. Will 'reception limited solely to receiving.sets
connected to the distribution system's cable network there vile no
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among pints charts, diagrams,
fave ample time to study

detail, it is that the Vidicon-type camera is far better
suited to direct-teaching- use than is the type
camera.

As Part IV, once a hoot plant is equipped with
3 master-antenna system, with TV receiving sets instAlled in in-
uividual clamrooms, it is a relatively simple matter to transform
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recognize the pecifica1ly intended direct-teaching purrkIse
tend to think of the individual lesson presentations as progra
rather than a.._A lessons. Even researchers coneerneli with err*
mental study of direct teaching by television, although fully el*
nizant of the direct-teaching purpose common to their respective
studies, exhibit wide differences with respect to basic assumptions,
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3 Cksed-Cireu1t Television inAallati,ons at Educational Institutims.(mimeographed) Washington, D. C.: Joint Council on Educational Tele/As:kmand the COMIllitIC1 Qn Televition American Vouncil on EdUtiQn. February19K
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time--division-, or to follow conventional

ng practices. Neither has it been net,emar
for all levin.on ions'-of Et given course to conform to
single teaching format, .so that formats initially adopted for

modification t make of new discoveries tn relation to factc-
experiment have been subj:t generally
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Once experimentation in direct-teaching app1ication
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the Council n Educational TIeviion, experimental pro-
jecth of this character were in progre in 10 different schools and
colleges. and. in 7 military training centers., distributed over 03

Statt-ts and the District of Columbia, with appro:-Tmatelv
ah o projects using the .equipment,

and other hal1 using the broadcast-type Image Orthicon cio
eras. Exact figures are 'still not available as -4) the number of

ucational using dosed-circuit television today, either
on basis or as a part of regular teaching, butit is believed that a conservative estimate would put the/ number
at well over a hundred.
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In its simpler forms, e'televised-ed on" teaching involves

simiily training one or mokre cameras on the "television teacher
in the act of tesching his normal clam group, and employing con-
ventional instruttional techniques. Usually, one or two lessons
week, are broadcast: (1) To supplement the regular class work
of the groups that are viewing these le&%ons; (2) to provide
addeli pupil stimulation and mbtivation by reafton of the superior
qualitrjrthe lemon presentation; and 3) to provide an example
the individual local classroom te4wher can use in an attempt to
improveoher own teaching promlum In effect, this approach .
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appears closely to parallel the "master approach of the
dayt of direct teaching 'by radio, mentioned earlier.

its more-advanced form, the moved-
face the a

periodically, for a of something the
js and a third the student

group the cut from to time. viewers
to observe the these students beiily taught direct

In its most student group on camera Actually
altogether. every effort is made to create

the Musion of "a the* teacher-on-
camera on "teaching but
now and then. to answer student purporting to come

students to the right or left of the chrnera position. /
viewing in charge of

variously referred to as a "proctor," or "teacher
assistant," who is responsible for : (1) 'ill:eel:ling order during the
viewing session': (2) answering any quesdons from the group:

,

(3) seeing that the group out given by the-
; (4) homework papen

; distributing and
study and ti) and the

scores.
of% this approach where the teaching responsibility

be shared between the teacher-on-camera aril' the
classroom teacher, the lattr ig responsible for doing what-

teaching may be the TV

of the teaching
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. Most ot the courses being taught experimentally by
circuit television in the Pennsylvania State University research
project4 tend to follow this general approach in instructional

4
procedures, and much o4_1' the experimentation direct teaching

ii y television, at the pvillic-school level, tends, to fall into
this category,

Th-z, Approae_

I

Like the approach, which it closely re-
sembles in some approach stems from kip attempt
to provide systematic in school and college
subjects to student groups physical
or the teacher. However, is that the
op-camera is teaching a physically present class grbup co-incident
with his teaching remotely located viewing Instead, each
lemon presentation is studio-produced, pro-
fessional vith
demonstration type of: program format.

As in the the
is selected for thorough fartiliaArity with his subject, plus the

Aelevision,"to himself" on but less is
placed ability to. teach in a. normal classroom
situation since it. is assumed that broadcast tech-
niques of presentation will be used, Instead,

and the assigned to work

'Team," to be equal
of the other."5 They decide jointly what will be taught in any given
lemon, but the decision as to how it will be taught is held to be a
"Production" matter, properly to the director.

in effect, to be professionally-

still some as the to
have some present in the to help
proper lesson

4 L.

31, 1955.
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Television teacher &rods 5th
their dolly as

WQUED, Pittstke
attention to book list set up in each classroom foi
provided by broadcasting station.

ally, where further clarification is needed. Such le,sson productionsare. sometimes designed to be used as "complete teaching pack-ages," as in the cane of Pittsburgh's "Total Teaching Detion" experiment,8 in which TV lessons were planned e with-out any supplementary teaching by local classrodm teachers. Inother cases, such as the experiment in direct teaching of selected
elementary-grade and high school subjects dndertaken by 016 St.Louis public schools over Educational Television Station KETC-TV,/ the TV lessons are designed to,do the basic job of presentingand explaining new content, .but arik intended to be supplementedby further teaching by the individual local classroom teacher.

Although critics of this approach contend that "it forces the
teacher-on-camera to first become an actor, in order that he, mayplay the role of teacher before the camera," it cannot be deniedthat research studies have shown it to be at least as effective as

6 Television Teaching Demonstration: Annual Report 1955-66, and In-formation Concerning Television-Teaching Demonstration Conducted OverEducational Television Station WQED, 1956-57. Both publications available,in mimeographed form, .from Division of Public Relations, Pittsburgh PublicSchools.
Ilermingitaus, Earl G. An Investigation of Television Teaching, Conductedby The St. Louis Educational Television Commission anct The S. Louis;Public Schools. St. Louis: St. Louis Public Schools, September 1956.
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the "telev sed education" approach in producing measurable learn-,
ing gains. Understandably, it is the approach that appears to be
favored for use in experimental projects where lesson series are
broadcast over local TV stations, and, since schools engaged in
closed-circuit programming research tend to look for operations
personnel with broadcas television experience to meet their staff-ing needs, the "broadcast-production" approach appears to be
gaining favor here as well

The "Video-. Instrumented Teaching" Approach
harply from
assumptions

owever, there is another approac t at ers
the two already identified, with respect to its basi
and its over-all procedural struaure

First publicized by Di. Lewis of Chicago Teachers College-about 6 years ago. this approach starts with the assumption thattelevision's most far-reaching significance for dii-et teaching ofregular school and college subjects lies in its potentialities foritciJitating instruction.
Advocates of this approach ,,have pointed out, again and again,that learning gains discovered in experimental studies of the pasthalf-dozen years "are cleirly attributable, NOT to any subtlemagic inherent to teleVision as a medium of coiprnunication, but,rather, th the fact that no other instructional Medium offers thetruly resourceful teacher anything remotely approaching anequal opportunity to do such san incisively-precise job of teachingthrough imaginative selection and skilled application of instruc-tional techniques uniquely and immediately suited to the teachingpurposes Of the moment techniques, for the most part, notpracticable for 'use in conventional classroom teaching on a school-wide basis."

This is tantamount to saying that the more capable teacherstands- to 'gain more from using television for direct teachingthan does the less gifted teaher. This inference is supported bythe almost universal observation of researchers in this field that"fruly good teaching takes on added effectiveness on television,
while mediocre teaching, on television, stands starkly revealedin all its shabby futility."

Moreover, advocates of this approach contend that the "speciid-
ist-teacher" concept, implicit in both the "televised-education"

8 Lewis, Philip. Closed-Circuit TV: New Tool for Teachers. Chicago SchoolsJournal, November-December, 1963, pp. 69-75.

....,
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approach and the broadca t-productio" approach,
that individual differences .-exist among teachers
do among students, and that in order to assure topievel
ail aspects of the entire teaching procem, "teacher teams ai
needed, each member selected for a particular ability necessary
to the total teachirjg job.

They insist that it is unreaIitic, also, to concern ourselves with
exploring the practicability of using television, as a means. _f
providing existing types of school experience to a constantly grow.
ing school population that we should he trvin to find
out how television's demonstrated potential for instrumenting

pnre
ht.

teaching can test be utilized to improve the character of instruc-
tion on a schoohwide basis.

Improvements in the traditional publ school curriculum, theypoint out, are always desirable, and, as schools undertake to de-
velop functionally reoriented furrcula geared to the realities ofliving in a society characterized by incre#singly ,automate4 tech
nology, we can expect an intensified dgmand for more efficient
use of insfructional resources. This, they\maintain, i the area inwhich direct teaching by television finds its greatest opportunityand meets its greatest challenge.

Attention is called to the fact that this new approach envimgft-the total teaching process as consisting of two separate function-.

ally-distinct phases: The basic-communication phase and the
interpretation-application phase,

The bagic-rommunicatiOn phase, includes the communicatingfactual content and makes it comprehensible through carefully
organized explanation and demonstrations, together with orienta-tion and motivation aspects of teaching, establishing visual identi-
fications, and setting up "intellectual cross-indexing" to facilitate
selective recall by students.

The equally important and more meticulous interpretation- ap-plication pAase, involves (1) helping students to interpret the new
TV-communicated learnings, to identify and evaluate their poten-t

tialities and limitations with respect to applications and signifi-
cance, and to fit these learnings into the total configuration of
antecedent experience in order to provide an expanded basis forfurther learning, and (2) providing planned'practice situations inwhich students can apply the new learnings in teacher-guided
procedures aimed at accomplishing specifically defined goals with
clearly specified levels of achievement.

The basic-communication phase it assigns t9 specialized teach-
ing teams employing television (usually, closed circuit) in order

is
,_mu&1 as

skill in
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--Tomplish this phase mgre quickly (and, possibly, with somt-
t better ,student rete on), and to give the individual class-

room teacher more time/ vpes of teaching best accoMplished
relatively small student groups andthrough working directly

individual students.
The in re lltu_ i-apv tra Jj ph

of the individual clas
mediately with her own class groUp,
participating member of the teacher team assigned to a particular

sstn series;or a a curriculum committee member that shared
in defining its objectives, is fully informed as to the content and
emphasis of forthcomink lesson presentations and is, therefore,
continuously in a position to organize past earnings to provide
a copceptual basis for her grou ready c prehension of ,each
new lesson presentation.

Under this approach, then, the teacher-on-camera is neither a
"specialist" or "master teacher" nor the performer member of a
teacher-producer team. Instead, lie is simply one member of a
"teacher-team" responsible for planning, writing, and document-
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direct teaching by television sh--rixt generally, that such questionitends to break the psychological continuity of a lesson presention, resulting in measurable loss in teaching effettiven&gs andsecondly, that, with the teachfr-team lesson development earningdifficulties can be anticipated accurately anough in advance toobviate any need for questionIng while a lesson is in progress

indicated earlier, is approach assumes that eachesking group will be suprvi
regular teacher in each respective subject area, who, as a mem-ber of the 'cher team for the TV course being taught, partici-pated in its ptanning and development. Prior to the start of eachTy lesson, she gets the class group organized for viewing, and,immediately on its conclusion, "takes over" to do the interpretation-application phase of the total teaching job.

Any comprehension difficulties noted duting a lesson presents.tion are customarily rqported to the teacher-on-camera soon afterthe TV presentation is finished, in order that the members of theteacher team immediately responsible for preparing the teaching"scripts" and illustrative materials can take this into account in

groups during the ;11- presen tions, on the
at research studies concerning this aspect of

during lesson presentations by
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identifying sv&-inc aspects of the total program for
experimentation an measurement study. The project is proccing _moothly, slightly ahead of schedule and, it has met withwholehearted support from faculty and communitv

Research Findings Basic to Planning
Early research and experimentation in the field of direct teach-

ing _y television were addressed largely- to two problems: Finding
aut which of the common public school and college subjects could
appropriately be taught directly by television; and finding out.
experimentally, whether or not a given teacher employing what

Dunham, Franklin and Lowckrmilk. Ronald R. Television in Our Schools.S. Department of liealth. Education and Welfare, Office of Education.
s Government Printing Office, 196,

Jlulletin No. 16.) Washin n:
pp. n -24.

Stoddard. Alexander J SChOOlS for Tomo An Edueator BluepNew York: The Fund for the Advancement of Education, 1957 pp. 34-45it Working Together in the Schools of Washington County. WashlngtonCounty Board of Education, rstQwn Md. 195-6
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phinning the series, while frequent
TV teaching staff and teachers using

the lesson presentations with their class Arr.oups provide the
the TV lemon presentations -ro the average rate of

It is this teaching" approach that is used.for the most pima, as the basis for televiOon usage in the 5-year
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would be considered good classroom teaching techni cot
"teach his subject" by television, to additOnal student groups (or
to individual viewershbeyond the confines of the immediate clas,s.
rcom effectively as he, or an equally able teacher could tt
a comparable student group in a conventional classroqm situa
Little interest, if any, seems to have been hown in trying;
out whether or not there might be certain aspects of teaching
could be accomplished better or, verhak., more expeditiou_:
through the use of television. Most researchers appeared to
concerned, primarily, with trying to determine whether or not
television could qualify as "one of the modern teaching )ols.-

Then,, study by study, the accumulating firOings of researd
provided Aeadily mounting evidence plat: (1) Practically all of
the commorr school and college subjects Can be taught .acceptably
well by television (;).) students taking courses by television tend
to do about as well (in some cases, perhaps, somewhat better)
on aehievement-type tests to those who take the wile courset
convenlionatiy; and (3) size of viewing groups seems to make
no measurable difference, quantitative.ly or qualitatively, on the
effectiveness of direct teaching by television.'

Once it was established with reasonable certaint, that regular
public school and college subjects could 1w taught by television,
a variety .of experimental projects sprang up in all parts of the
United States. Some of them, such as Pittsburgh's "High School
of the Air and Chicago's "Junior College of the Air," already
described in some detail, in Part I, page undertook to apply
these findings in projects deignei to provide systematic instruc-

, tion in regular school or college subjects to young people who,
for.one reason or another, could not be accommcIdated in regular
in-school (or on-campus) classes. Other projecL4 have frankly
been attempts to explore the possibility of using direct teaching
by television to relieve the effects of critical shortages in qualified
teachers and school4 housing:

Still other prOje;cts have undertaken to identify principles and
techniques by .which direct teaching by television can be made
maximally effective in promoting learning, and to explore ways
and means of using it to improve the quality of school experience
for young people, ienerally. (This, it will be recognized, is the

12 Kumla*, Hideya. An Inventory of Instructional Television 'Research.
(Reporting a project of the Institute of Communications, Research at the
University of Illinois) Educational Television and Radio Center. Ann Arbor,
Michigan, 1966.
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basic purpose underlying the "video-instrumented teaching"
proach to direct teaching by television.)

A number of studies have demonstrated the values aking
use of visual aids, simple mechanically-.-and c_a1 ly-

bam41 and analogues designed to aid student visualization of rela-
titinshiim and tim ,e-%Nuence processeli, and, supplementat2
materials of all kinds. In fact, it has been found, .where direct
teaching by television is done on a schaoiwide basis, that, not only
can a greater variety of xisual materials be used to vantage,
but the fact that a single set of such materials for a given topic
of instruction is enough to serve 'an entire school system makeli
it easier and more economical to keep illustrative and demonstra-
tion materials continuousig; up-to-date.

Other research findings have established such obvious 'educa-
tional advantages of direct teaching by television as: (1) 40
ability to bring every member of each viewing group a closeup
view of teaching demonstrations conventionally feasible only on
an individual basis, such as dissections of biological specimets,
showing how to use a aliderule, of showing how to make button-
holes; (2) its ability to bring students visual information not
otherwise Able for direct observation, such as iisualization
of the intiracting sound-wave pressure fronts within a loud-

DIRECT 93 :
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vompl

speaker enclosure, division-of-labor -phenomena inside an anthill,
or microscope-slide views of bacteria cultures; and (3) its ability,
through the use of ibulttple-canieri techniques, to portray, visu-
ally, relationships between two or more different things that are
not readily apparent when they are examined singly, as can be
done in visually relating pictures of products or industries with
specific map locations by superimposing the one upon the other.

Several researchers" " who have undertaken to investigate the
relationship between abilities of students and the extent to which*y can profit from direct instruction by television have fotind

/that, although both low-ability and high-ability students showed
statistically significant learning gains at least equal to those
found for conventional classroom instruction, the low-ability
students tended, on the basis of actual percentage gain from pre-
test to post-test scores to show proportionately more learning
from the television lesson presentations than did the high-ability
students. This would seem to suggest a possibility that the use of
television may make it possible to design lessom for television
presentation to accommodate a somewhat wider range of in-
dividual.differences in student abilities than has been considered
possible in conventional classroom instruction'. However, further
research is obviously neeied before this can be stated as anything
more than a hypothesis.

One of the major concerns, both of educators interested in
the use of television for direct-teaching application and of re-
searchers working in this field, has been that ofelptiiiig some
practicable means whereby members of viewing groups might be
able, during the course of a lesson presentation, to question the
teacher-on-camera about points not fully comprehended. Various
approaches to this problem have been devised.

In some of the experimental projects, microphones have been
installed in viewing rooms, with lines running back to a loud-
simaker in the program-originating room, so that, when a view-
ing-group member indicates he wants to ask a question, the
"assistant teacher," "monitor," or "proctor" (as he has been
variously identified) in charge of the viewing group can simply
signal the teacher-on-camera, and then switch on the microphone

16

13 Kanner, J. H., Runyon, R. P. and Desiderato, 0. Television in Army
Training: Evi,duation of Television in Army Basic Training. (Technical
Report 14) Washington, D. C.: Human Resources Research Office, The George .
Washington University. Nov., 1964.

14 Boone, W. F. Evaluation of the U. S. Naval Academy Television as a
Teaching Aid. (No. 7010-7-26-64, Duplicated).. Annapolis: United States
Naval Academy. October 29, 1964.
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so the student can ask the question. In other projects, the return-
speech ckcuits of a central sound system have been used in this
fashion. A few iirojects have made use of both microphone circuits
and closed-circuit TV camera facilities in viewing rooms, so that
the teacher-on-camera could both see and hear his questioners.

Surprisingly, however, studies at,the Pennsylvania State Uni-
versity," tailed to show any statistic-ally significant differences in
learniiii between groups provided with microphone "talk-back"
facilities and those without. Two studies conclikted at the Special
Deviees Center, at Port Washingta, liong Island" " showed,
further, that where communications facilities were provided to
allow for questions from viewing groups during lesson presenta-
tions, the questions asked tended to be trivial, inconsequential,
and unrelated to tte principal topic under consideration. More-
over, evidence gathered in onnection,with the Human Resources
Research Office study previously cited", and in an independent
study conducted at the New Jeksey State Teachers College in
Montclair" suggest that, with adequate lesson preparatioh in
advance by experienced teachers, the kinds of questions students
are most likely to want t.:;k can be anticipated,with reasonable
accuracy, and their need obviated by making certain that such
points of possible comprehension difficulty are fully explained in.
the lesson presentation proper.

Thus, it would appear that, instead of being necessary for effec-
tive teaching by television, intercommunication facilities between
teaching room and the individual viewing rooms are actually
undesirable in that their availability tends to invite time-wasting
questions that serve only to interrupt the psychologicalnicitinuity
of the lesson presentations.

In addition to these findings pertaining to the problems central
to the respective experimental projects and research studies corn-

15 Penn State TV ResearCh Report. Progress Report, Fall Semester 1965,University Park, Pa.: The Instructional Research Program, PennsylvaniaState University, Feb. 20, 1956 (duplicated).
"'Fritz, M. F., Humphrey, J. E., Greenlee, J. A., and Madison R. L. Surveyof Television Utilization in Army Training. Human Engineering Report,SpecDevCeb 530-01-1, 31 December 1952. Port Washington, Long Island,N. Y.: Special Devices Center.
17 Rock, R. T., Duva, J. $., and Murray, J. E. Training by Television :

Comparative Effectiveness of Instruction by Television, Television-Recordings,
and Conventional Classroom Procedures. Port Washington, L. I., N. Y.:
Special Devices Center. S.D.C. Report 476-02-2 (NAVEXOS P-860-2).

)8 Cf. Footnote 13, p. 94.
19 Kelly, G. A., and Conrad, L. H. Report on Classroom Television, 1964.Montclair, 14. J.: New Jersey State Teachers College, 1964 (duplicated).
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96 TELEVISION IN EDUCATION

pleted to date, there have been a number of incidental findings
that have not only provide highly useful in devising instructional
procedures for use in direct teaching by television, but, in addi-
tion, have served to focus the attention of professional educators
and school people upon the need for critically reexamining certain
of our accepted beliefs concerning the nature of the teaching-
learning process.

For example, most researchers in this field have called atten-
. tion, iii particular, to the fact that, like teaching films and other

projection materials, television not only provides viewing groups
with a fixation point for visual attention, but allies serves to direct
viewer attention continuously to the precise detail of visual in-
formation under discussion at the moment; like radio, it creates
for viewers the illusion of being an actual eye-witness to actjon
in progress. In consequence of this two-fold character of tele-
vision, there is a tendency toward immediate and sustained emo-
tional involvement on the part of each individual student, and
on the part of the viewing group as a whole, in a real-life situation
that is happening now.

One of the most challenging findings to date has been the dis-
covery that the TV instructor, by "teaching the camera" rather
than a physically present class group, is able to look every student,fin every viewing group squarely in the eye throughout an entire
lesson presentation a universally recognized teaching advantage
heretofore impossible in group instruction.

These research studies, together with inferences drawn from
consistent recurrence in current- n tice of apparent cause-effect
relationships between instructional methods employed and the
measured or observed outcomes resulting,, provide the basis for
the general procedure that is now in use for direct teaching by
television."

p.

*0 R R. Lowdermilk. Manual for Direct Teaching by Televisioi. U. 8.
p. Office of Education, Washington 26, D. C., 1957.
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Appendixes
a

Appendix A.----Educattional Television Stations
(In Ott ler of Establishment)

f
Station and City Channel Address Manager

KUHT 8, John Meaney
Houston 3801 Cullen Blvd.

WKAR 60 Michigan State Armand Hunter
East Lansing University

WQED 18 John F. White
Pittsburgh 4337 Fifth Ave.

WHA-TV 21 H. B. McCarty
Madison University of Wisconsin

KQED __________ 9 Jathes Day
San Francisco 525 Fourth St.

WCET ___ k8 Uberto T. Neely
Cincinnati 1234 Elm St.

KETC Henry F. Chadeayne
Louis Washington University

KUON-TV 1 12 Jack McBride
Lincoln University of Nebraska

KCTS-TV 9 University of Loren B. Stone
Seattle Washington

WTIQ ___________ 7 Protective Life Bldg. Raymond Hurlbert
Munford (Ala.) Birmingham

WUNC-TV _____... 4 University of Earl Wynn
Chapel Hill North Carolina

I

maw MN, WM .

..,

1.

41

r-" - 1441.-..-4/441.4-- a a an

.fi L.
1 t

17
At4 a ! 2'41 .,

. 97
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98 TELEVISION IN EDUCATION

Station and City Channe
WBIQ 10 .

Birmingham

WGBH-TV
Boston

Address

Protective Life Bldg.

2 84 Massachusetts Ave.
Cambridge

University of Illinois

275 NW. Second St.

1761 E. Museum Dr.

9345 Lawton Ave.

WILL-TV ________ 12
Champaign-Urbana

WTHS-TV 2
Miami

WTTW __________ 11
Chicago

WTVS 56
Detroit

KRMA-TV
Denver

WOSU-TV _______ 34
Columbus

KETA 13
Oklahoma City

KLSE __________ _ 13
Monroe (La.)

WKNO 10
Memphis

WAIQ
Andalusia (Ala.)

414 Fourteenth St.

The Ohio State
University

1901 N. Ellison

State Dept. of Educa-
tion, Baton' Rouge

268 JeffersonAve.
2 Protective Life Bldg.,

Birmingham
WHYY-TV 35

Philadelphia
WOI-TV

Ames*

KOMU-TV __A_____ 8
Columbia*

WNDU-TV 46
South Bend*

WYES
New Orleans

...I, ...

WETV 80
Atlanta

WMVS-TV 10
Milwaukee

KTCA
saw dm.

Manager

Raymond Hurlbert

Hartford N. Gunn, Jr.
A

Frank E. Schooley

Vernon Bronson

John W. Taylor

Packard Bldg.

Iowa State College

University of Missouri
University of

Notre Dame

916 Navarre Ave.

68 Mitchell St., SW.

1015 N. Sixth St.
2 2070 W. Roselawn Ave.,

Minneapolis-St. Paul
*Noneducational license.

St. Paul

Henry D. Brown

James Case

Richard B. Hull

John W. Dunn

Shelby M. Jackson

Harold M. Martin

Raymond Burlbert

.-Richard S.-Burdick

Robert C. Mahal'

Edward C. Lambert

Bernard C. Barth

Duff Browne

Haskell Boyter

William F. Rasche

a

John C. Sehwarswalder

.11111 Imm

*

__________

_ L._ 5

01*

8

*

ww wm.

411.

--
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station and City Channel Address
I ft Process of Opening

WIPR 6
San Juan (P. R.)

WMUB-TV ___ 14
Oxford (Ohio)

WGTV 8
Athens (Ga.)

Construction Pemits and

Sacramento, Calif._ 6

WTCB 71
Bridgeport (Conn.)

WEDH 24
Hartford

WCTN _

Norwich (Conn.)

WJCT 7
Jacksonvilli

Savannah (Ga.) , 9

KDPS-TV 11
Des Mi)inu

Lawrence (Kans.) _ 11

KSAC-TV 8
Manhattan (Kans.)

KDAC-TV
Corvallis

Albuquerque

1310 Pence de Leon Avp.

Miami University

20 Ivy St., SE., Atlanta

Applidants

324 N. San Joaquin St.,
Stockton

State office Bldg.,
Hartford

do.

do.

203 Greenleaf Bldg.

208 Bull St.

629 Third St.

University of Kansas

Kansas State College,
7 Oregon State System of

Higher Education
Board of Regents

University of N. Mex..

wumurv:______ 26
Ann Arbor

WTLV
Nett

WTVZ 17
Albany

WQTV 46
Binghamton

WTVF 23
Buffalo

University of Michigan

State Department of
Education, Trenton

State University of
New York

do.

do.

,10

Manager

vier

99

Rafael Delgado-Marquez

Stephen Hathaway

Gerald Appy

_

*lb

4.111 mm.

William K. Cumming

vlam .

- -`. .. - Ow. .. .

.

_ 63

. 41=1.

_

_______

OM *Mb maw Moo

5

i.

-

L

11.. on mo. oft* ...N.

mot.

.... am
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Station and City

WIET
Ithaca

TELEVISION IN EDUCATION

Channel Address

millm 14 State University of
New York

do.

do.

WREG 25
New York

WROR _ 21
Rochester

WHTV 4.3
Syracuse

Rome-Utica _ _ 26

WGTE-TV _ 80
Toledo

KOED-TV 11
Tulsa

Providence (L I.) _ 22

Nashville (Tenn.) _

San Antonio (Tex.) 9

KUED
Salt Lake City

do.

do.

1901 W. Central

Box 2005, Norman

Board of Education

Nashville Educational
Television Foundation

National Bank of
Commerce Bldg.

University of Utah

1

Manager

410. -- **

"ILZ

Harry D. Lamb

*m * V* ** *

1-.

*tic

Cepikhard Evans

Appendix B.--Non-Commercial EducationalTelevision Assignments
(256 Reservations)

Educational Area
a

ALABAMA (6)
Andalusia
Auburn
Birmingham
Mobile
Montgomery
Munford.

ARIZONA (2)
Phoenix_
Tucson

ARKANSAS (8)
Fayetteville
Fort Smith
Little Rock

*On *41 air.

Channel Educational Area

CALIFORNIA (8)
*2 Fresno
56 Los Angeles

*10 Sacramento
42 San Bernardino4,

26 San Diego*7 San Francisco-Oakland
San sfine.
Stockton8

ComitAD0 (4)
Boulder

18 Colorado Springs-
16 Denver

Pueblo

Channel

12
17
6
8

1

tt.

________

_

.4

t

7

I.°

oar, .111 4.1.

ar Om,

4.,
em.

1d,

i

-% 0

18
28

4

6
24..... ..........
15
*9
54
t2

. , .. . . . ...........: ..... ......._
,:

. 2.

,

4

_ _

_

_

_

_____._

-

qoun

. .........
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Educatiohal Area

CoNNEcnarr (3)
Bridgeport._ ..

Hartford
Norwich .

DELAWARE ( 1 )

Wilmington

DISTRIcT OF COLUMbIA (1)
Washington. 26

FLORIDA (9)
Gainesville 5
Jacksonville
Miami *2
Orlando__ 24
Panama City
Pensacola._ 21
Tallahassee 11
Tampa-St Petersburg 3
West Palm Beach . 15

Amman 101

Charinel Educational Area

71 South Bend..
24 Terre Haute.
as

Channel

71
40
57

IOWA (6)
Cedar Rapids_ . 2659 Davenport-Rock Island &

Moline, Ill. 30Dal Moines.
11Iowa City.. 12Sioux City. 30

Waterloo 22
KANSAS (4)

Lawrence... 11
Manhattan. 8
Topeka..... 48
Wichita__ ..

KENTUCKY ( 1 )

Louisville is
LOUISIANA (4 )

Baton Rouge_ , 3430 Lake Charles._ 19
34 Mqnroe ...... .. *13
41 New Orleans__ 8

GIAIRGIA (5)
Athens...
Atlanta..
Columbus .

.

Savannah

IDAHO (2)
Boise
Moscow.

LLINOIS (1)
Carbondale
Champaign-Urbana
Chicago
DeKaib
Moline (see Davenport,

Iowa)
Peoria
Rockford.
Rock Island (see

Davenport, Iowa)
Springfield.

/DIANA (9)
Blocanington
tvansville.
Fort Wayne
Gary
Indianapolis.
Lafayette..

)1-

IP*

the air.

4
16

61
*12 MASSACHUSZTTS (3)
.11 North Adams 8067 Boston. *2

Amherst 82

MAncs (8)
Bangor__ ..

Orono
Portland.

MARYLAND (1)
Baltimore

...... 16
12
47

24

37
45

MICHIGAN (12)
Alpena 11
Ann Arbor. 26
Bay City.

'78
Detroit 5626
Escanaba 49Flint 22
Grand Rapids 17
Houghton 26Kamm* ... 74
Marquette.
Sault fits. Marie 34
Traverse City

4

.. -

-:tE

.. . . . .

,

- - - - ... . ..

. . ..... - . .

Muncis

7

,..

M. con
...

- - ...... z . . -

......... ..... .

. .

a

. .

.

.

A , :

... 1 22

8
.

.....

..

...... . ..... .

...............

30
V.

27
66 85
20
47

26

.

I
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102 TELEVISION IN EDUCATION

Educational Area

MINNESOTA (2)
Duluth-Superior, Wis.
Minneapolis-St Paul

MISSISSIPPI (5)
Biloxi
Jackson
Meridian
State College
University

MISSOURI (4)
Kansas City
St. Joseph
St. Louis
Springfield.

MONTANA (6)
Billings
Bozeman
Butte
Great Falls_
Miles City__
Missoula.

NEBRASKA (2)
Lincoln
Omaha._

NEVADA (2)
tag Vegas
Reno

Niw HAMPSHIRE (2)
Durham_
Hanover

NEW JERSEY (6)
Andover..
Camden__ .

Freehold
Hammonton
Montclair
New Brunswick 19

Channel Educational Area

NEw YORK (10)
Albany-Schenectady-Troy._

*2 Binghamton.
Buffalo-Niagara Falls
I thaca_
Malone_

New York.
Poughkeepsie
Rochester
Syracuse
Utka-Rome.

44
19
36

2
20

19
36
419

26

11
9
7

28

A- 11

12
16

10
21 Onto (8)

Akron.
Cincinnati._
Cleveland.
Columbus
Dayton

69 Oxford.
80 Steubenville (See
74 Wheeling, W. Va.)
70 Toledo
77 Bowling Green.

NORTH CAROLINA (8)
Asheville... .

Chapel Hill_
Charlotte
Durham...
Greensboro
Raleigh
Wilmington_
Winston-Salem

Ncoarn DAKOTA (6)
Bismarck__
Dickinson
Fargo . .

Grand Forks
Minot.
Williston.

11
21

..

Channel

17
46

14
66
25
g3
21
43
25

24
17
84

34

55
48

*34
16

*14

so
70

27
28
45

13

11

X

SIX

NEw iffnaco (6)
Albuquerque
Gallup
Raton
Roswell
Banta Fe.
Silver City

Oa tho air.

OKLAHOMA (7)
Enid.
Lawton.
Muskogee

52 Norman
3 Oklahoma City

Stillwater
10 Tulsa.

._

.1

,

_.

.

, .

-

-

- ..... ... -

23
.

. _

.

6
.

....... - I. . ,

..

...._____

-

__
7 r

.

,

.....

- - . .

#. ..... . . - # -

.. . .. ... ....... ......... .

...... ...........
.. ....

8

9

a

.

. .- Act
I .7, .1

_1, 1 "'

56
*4
42
40

.4

37

69

..

...

..

...

..

. . ...

.

.

.

.

6

5



Educational Area

OREGON (4)
Corvallis
Eugene
Portland
Sa

PENNSYLVANIA (4)
Erie
Philadelphia
Pittsburgh
State College

RHoDE ISLAND (1)
Providence

SOVTH CAROLINA (4)
Charleston
Clemson
Columbia
Greenville

SOUTH DAKOTA (4)
Brookings
Pierre
Sioux Falls
Vermillion

TENNESSEE

Chattanooga
Crossville_
Knoxville..
Lexington.

Nashville

TEXAS (18)
Amarillo
Austin.
Beaumont-Port Arthur._
College Station
Corpus Christi
Dallas.
Denton
El Paso
Fort Worth'
Galveston_
Houston
Laredo
Lubbock.
San Angelo

On the air.

APPENDIXES

Channel Educational Area

San Antonio
7 Texarkana
9 Waco

10 Wichita Falls
18

UTAH (4)
Logan

41 Ogden
* 35 Provo

13 Salt Lake
44

VERMONT (1)
Burlington

RGINIA (5)
Blacksburg e.

13 , 'harlottesville
68 Norfo1k-Portrnouth-
19 Newport News
29 Richmond

Roanoke

tyo

44
2

65

20

2
30
87
48
16

WASHINGTON (10)
Ellensburg .

Kennewick-Richland-
Pasco

Omak-Okanogan
Pullman
Seattle
Spokane_
Tacoma
Walla Walla
Wenatchee_
Yakima...

103

Channel ,

9
18
as'
16

46
18

16

60
45

21

27

65

41
35
10
.9
7

56
22
45
47

WEST VIRGINIA (4)
Charleston 43
Huntington 58
Morgantown . 24
Wheeling-

Steubenville, Ohio 57

18 WISCONSIN (11)
2 Adams.
7 Chilton

26 Eau Claire., 19
47 La Crosse. 82
*8 Madison. *21
15 Marinette .. 88
20 Milwaukee
23 Park Falls

*10
18

....

.

___ .

... ..

t. - -

...

.

.

..

-

.

V.....
City

. .... . -

..
8

.

... ...

(7)
. .

Memphia............ _

": 1

7

71

11
1.0

. .

7

23

. .

a

4 ...... ......... . ...

:

.

.

1

Sneedville..

........ ...........

.

_

22

.
.

.....

.

68
24
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Edutational Area

Richland Center
Shell Lake
Superior

Duluth Minn.
Waulau

WYOMING (I)
Laramiet:

U. S TE141.1TOR ES
AND POSSESSIONS
ALASKA

Anchorage_

TELEVISION IN, EDUCAT1ON

Channel Educational Area

Fairhanks
Juneau
K *tell

HAWAIIAN ISLANDS
Lihue, Kaua
Honolulu, Oahu
Watluku. Maw

Hawai.

pito (

Ain Juan

Appendix C. New Books on
Educi0Ional Television

BARNOW, ERIK. Wang Communicatio Tele on, Radio, F
York, Rinehart and Co. Inc., 19tv6

Etilf.aft?, L. The Are of Television. New York, Frederick
mg Co., 1W

Chant

9
3

10
4

CHAILIty, COLIN n Human ecnnuiunication. New York, The TechrKkigy
Press of the Massarhusetts Institute of Technology and John Wiley &
Sons, 1957.

ELLIOTT, Wn.L.Litm Y. Television's Impact on American Culture. gast
Lansing, Mich., The Michigan State University ?twig,

EMMY, WALTER. Four Years of Progress in Educaticnial Togevision. Wash-instep, D. C, Joint Council on Edwational Television 1966

ILIAD, Small' W. Broadcasting in America. Boston Houghton Miffin Co.;
Cambridge, Mass., The Riverside Press, 1966

KUMATA, 111DIFYA.. Anwrkan Inventory of Instructional Films in Researek.
Ann Arbor, Mich gdutaticeal Television and Radio Center, MK

PAULU, BURTON. British Broadcasting. MInneapoliS, University of wpm.
sot* Prow, 19156.

Rosztianao, BERNARD and D. M. Wilms, editors. Mass Culture: The Popular
Arts in America. Indian Hills, Colo., Falcon's Wing Press, 1956.

Guam. The Public Now York, Simon and Schuster, be,
(Second Printing).

EDWARD and RuDY Ban% The Tekvision Program Now York,
Hill and Wang, Inc., 1956.

,,

A

_

(4)

o

Ow

3/0
_

46

en.

( 4 )

Hilo, _.,_

Rico . . _ .

-

8

6

Press. N
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Appendix D. Publications of the U. S. Office
of Education on RadloanTelevislon and

Vitmal Education

'suai Education Directors
catIon and i rre City Schoo
Nantes and addresses of Sib such ndt1dusLU

Clauroom Radi
Specifications Pta 6e-cek4bed by the O Mot of Education

t_h# Ratio Li.,-TV Manufacturer' AtUon 10t$ 1

DIreA7

Annotated
sr-A ttvkti

ere Caire.-es in Puidio and Television,
f 4 C.3 collects and universities warring cowmen

Directory of 3rM V 16 !TIM Film Libraries
State wail _ty list of insituLtiorut and organisations

I k=ik films% Annotated_

Film Sourm in the D.C. A
Annotated directory of loan and rental sources of o
rtt in the District of Glumbia metropolitan area

ety with the tC Public LAbrary 1966 I

General Catalogs of Educational Films_
Daacrivii biblikAyrityky of catalogs of c4ttcata, mots pictures and

lbw-trip*. )

Hwy

OE; free.

OE; frtv

OE;

GPO;

free.

OE; frail.

Key Perbonnel tn U.S. Governnumt Film Progra free.
inrertm=7 of to, initivitinab in the *sAimiton, D.C.

of Standard and FM Educational Radio and Television
Stations by State and City__
Names and addreasee of MO fuel stations.

Movie Project° in Public Righ &hods
Remake a a INS turvei of Ilium sound prvjectoys in putaic bi

tithoole 11We/trate& 11,50)

102 Motion Pictures on

OE; free.

GPO; 154.

GPO; 204
A adective Wiogragas7 of 1ftain Alma_ CLaairthed and annotated.

(INO)

Radio awl Television Bibliography GPO; 254.
Aaaatated and chisaified Wilography of referencia. (MO

School lEksind Recording and Playbabek OE; free.
Apeadeationo and atairds developed * th, ofiwie of zthm=tion and

the Rath* Many AasoeUktiae. (na)

Survey of Edtwaticeal Television Prompts Over filvt*vial
Statham, 1955-66
lAst cw1 Sal wigwam mita octuacwed by ohm:aloud hattitikkaa.

OE; free.

4.

a

in State Departments of Edu-
Systems_

il9660

Receivers_

captain

. ...
and

of 195748 free.
list in radio
(10671

that lend or rest
:1 Ne4 0

.

petr trod;
rrc cooper-

70t.

OE;

.

--- . OE;
elms. (Ul' )

List

(M)

.

Democracy

-

Equipnwint. - 04.- 0-Orat

ire -o4P0-00111*414 awl.. *Ai 4 ...... arr ea* WO a.* WAIN. WO- - 44440.4 ro
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los *TELEVISION

Television in Our Schools
tekvtplivn in school

EDUCATION

U.S. Government Films for Public Educational 1_7-
Ditwripurv et*k of &O 11_8 Government rn

filrmtrips available for pblc use in the United S'isavt.ufri a_rui for
I-

b t w r-4

hOn

How

_

r4
4_3ntai.14 tub-un-.1

1renting. and rr hits trw to.ON

Us Government Films for Television
C3t*c- of )200 U t-t,tmt=rt nnh--.th.==n

fot television_ I

Government
hook

Films: How to Obtain

_uunrnso--y table eaplat-Enins =ow to borrow.
motion pw-turin and ft:maillos of diffelvnt

Note 0 0 rT1,_ o I uln
Department

D C.

which I-At

Tiwrn for Use in

rent, ar:=-1 th4r
I 6.0..v=unrft.--Ilt 114-rtu--14-4 t

EAthAtior.._ and Welfare.

GPrO Suvwc=riutet-i=t-U-at of Documents.
Go_vv-rnmynt Printing OtTune

Washington u ft C

Appendix E.---Organizations of Joint Council
on Educational Television

AMERICAN COUNCIL ON EDUCATION
on 6, D. C.

A ERICAN ASSOCIATION OF LAND-G NT
17g5 Massachusetts Ave., NW.,

EXICAN ASSOCIATION OF SCHOOL
SI, NW., Washington 6, D. C.

COUNCIL OF CHIVY STATE SCHOOL OFFICERS, IN
ington 6, D. C.

EDUCATIONAL TELEVISION AND RADIO CENTER,
Arbor, Mich,

NATIONAL I A TI ON OF EDUCATIONAL li*oADCASTElits,

vt-th A

COL.414G8 AND STATE UNIVERSITIES,
ahingion 6, D. C.

AD MINI STRA*-IRS (NITA),

Sit4en

Six

NW., Warth

ashtensw

University of Illinois, Urbana, Ill.

NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF STATE UNIVERSITIES,
NW., Washington 6, D. C.

NATIONAL CONMESS OF PARENTS AND TZACHERRI
11, Ill.

NATIONAL EDUCATION ASSOCIATION OF THE UNIT= STATICS 1201 Sixteenth

14 Gregory Hall,

cbusetis Ave.,

Rush SL, Chicago

St., NW Washington 6, D. C.

IN

1)**44 of attustkna tititA)

to

GPO; 164,

GPO; $1.75.cr
triht 40

E; free.
pirture*. bimen

cleared

U.S.

purchase
8..

ON,

U. 8_ of Health.
Washington

=
U. 8.

A

OE; free.

1785

1201

23 A

1724

700 N.

4

4..

'p

..

ZS.

NW., Wash-

8t.,

AMI



Ap ndlx F. Foundat ons Making Grants to
EducAtional Television.
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Appendix G.Closedmeircuit Educational
Television In Schools, Colleges, Universities

and Defense Installations
A

AlabILMIR Pc4ytecknk Institute,
Auburn

Birmingham Area ETV
Association, Birmingham

°University of Alabama,
University

AltZONA

University a Arisma,

west Phoenix
Phoenix

ARKANSAS

University of
Fjit goi .ville

CALI-MANIA
Cellairs of Lebanon limp.tal

Liao Angelesa State College, Chico
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108 TELEVISION IN- EDUCATION

CALIFORNIA (cont'd.)
College of Physicians and

Surgeons, San Francisco
Sacramento St,ate -7olleov

sacramen
St. Mary's

San Francisco
Samuel Gompers \lc ional High

School San Francisco
San Diego State College,

San Diego
San Francisco State College,

n Francisco
San Jose State College, San Jose
Stanford Research Institute,

Stanford
University of California, Berkeley
University of California,

Santa Barbara
University of Southern

California, Los Angeles
COLORADO

Opportunity High School, Denver
University of Denver Research

Institute, Denver
CONNECTICUT

Yale University, New Haven
DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA

Georgetown University Institute
of Languages and Linguistics

Nationel 4natitute of Health
FLORIDA

Florida State University,
Tallahassee

Lindsey-Hopkins Vocational
School, Miami

University of Florida, Gainesville
GEORGIA

rsity4of Georgia, Athens
IDA

o State College, Pocatello
Pocatello Public School System,

Pocatello
University of Idaho, Moscow

ILLIN0Is
Chicago Teachers College,

C icago
Ev 8ton Township High School,

vanstAin
Hetman Felsenthal Elementary

School, Chicago

Illinois Institute of Technology,
Chicago

Loyola University, Chicago
Midwestern Broadcasting School

Chicago
Nathap Goldblatt Memorial

Hospital, Chicago
Northwestern University,

Evanston
University of Chicago :hie
University of Colle

Dentistry and Medicine,
Chicago

University of Illinois", Urbana
Western Illinois State College,

Macomb
NV ANA

Indiana State Teachers College,
Terre Haute

Purdue University, Lafayette
Indiana University,

Bloomington
University of Notre Dame,

NOtre Dame

of

OWA

Drake University, Des Moines
Iowa State College, Ames
Iowa State Teachers College,

Cedar Falls
State University of Iowa;

Iowa City
KANSAS

Kansas State College, Manhattan
Kansas State Teachers College,

Emporia
Kansas State Teachers Calle

Pittsburgh
Roosevelt High School, Em
University of Kansas Medical

Center, Kansas City
LOUISIANA

Louisiana State Universi
Baton Rouge

Louisiana State University
School of Medicine,

New Orleans
Southwestern Louisiana Institute,

Lafayette
MARYLAND

Johns Hopkins University, The
Baltimore

U. S. Naval Academy, Annapolis

A ;

H spital,

.
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APPENDIXES

Washington County School
System, Hagerstown

MA MACH usrirrs
Berke-13ft School of Music,

Boston
Boston University, Boston
Emerson College, Boston
Newton Thgh School, Newton
South Hamilton High School,

South Hamilton
MICHIGAN

Amelia Earhart High School,
Detroit

Michigan State University,
East Lansing

Pontiac High School, Pontiac
University of Detroit, Detroit
University of Michigan,

Ann Arbor
University of Michigan, Willow

Run Laboratory, Willow Run
MINNESOTA

University nigh School,
Minneapolis

University of Minnesota,
Minneapolis

MISSISSIPPI

Mississippi Southern College,
Hattiesburg

SSOURI

Stephens College, Columbia
University of Kansas City, School

of Dentistry, Kansas City
University of Missouri-, Columbia
Washington University, St. Louis

NE5RAIIKA

Nebraska Psychiatric Institute,
Omaha

University of Nebraska College
of Medicine, Omaha

NEw hezturr,
New Jersey State Teachers

College, Upper Montclair
Rutgers Unpersity,

New Brunswick
NEw Mginoo

New Mexico College of Agri-
culture and Mechanic Arts,
State College

Nzw Your
Albany Medical College of Union

University, Albany
Cornell Univecsity, Ithaca

109

Division Avenue High School,
Levittown

Edward J. Meyer Memorial
Hospital, Buff,alo

Fordham University
New York City

Levittown Memorial High Schoo
Levittown

Mount Pleasant High School
Schenectady

New York University,
New York City

New York University- College of
Dentistry, New York City

Port Chester High School,
Port Chester

Skidmore College,
Saratoga Springs

State University of New York:
College for Teachers, Albany
College for Teachers, Buffalo
Teachers College, Brockport
Teachers College, New Paltz
Teachers College, Oneonta

Union College and University,
Schenectady

University of Rochester,
Rochester

NORTH CAROLINA
Consolidated University of

North Carolina, Chapel Hill,
Raleigh, Greensboro

NORTH DAKOTA
University of North Dakota,

Grand Forks
OH IO

Case Institute of Technology,
Cleveland

Co ege Conservatory of Music,
incinnati

n University, Granville
Miami University, Oxford
Ohio University, Athens
South High School, Columbus
University of Toledo, Toledo

'01CIAHOMA

University of Oklahoma, Norman
ORZCION

Oregon State College, Corvallis
Oregon Technical Institute,

Oretech
University of Oregon, Eugene

4
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110 TELEVISION IN

PEN N SYLVAN IA

Carnegie Institute of Technology,
Pittsburgh

Duquesne University, Pittsburgh
John Bertram Vocational High

School, Philadelphia
Mellon Institute, Pittsburgh
Pennsylviania State Univers

,The, University Park
Philadelphia College of

Osteopathy, Philadelphia
University of Pennsylvania Dental

School, Philadelphia
University of Pennsylvania,

Hospital, Philadelfhia
State Teachers Cogiege, Indiana
Temple University, Philadelphia
Temple University School of

Medicine, Philadelphia
SOUTH CAROLINA

Medical College of South
Carolina, Charleston

South Carolina Area Trade
Schools, West Columbia

SOUTH DAKOTA

University of South Dakota,
Vermillion

TENNESSEE
Fisk University, Nashville

EDUCATION

University of Tennessee
Knoxville

TEXAS

Texas Technological College,
Lubbock

Texas Western College, El Paso
University of Houston, Houston
University of Texas, Austin
West Texas State Teachers

College, Canyon
UTAH

Brigham Young University,
Provo

VIRGINIA
Medical College of virginia,

Richmond
Union Theological Seminary

Richmond
WASHINGTON

Hudson's Bay High School,
Vancouver

State College of Washington,
Pullman

WISCONSIN

Milwaukee Vocational and Adult
Schools, Milwaukee

New London High School,
New London

University of Wi Madison

Military Installations Using TV Primarily for Training
Purposes

ARIZONA

CALIFORNIA

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA
GEORGIA

ILLINOIS
MAINZ
NEw JERE=
Nzw MExico
NEW YORK

OHIO
TEXAS
VIRGINIA

Fort Huachuca
Naval Post Graduate School, Monterey
San Francisco Naval Shipyard, San Francisco
Walter Reed Army Medical Center, Washington
Signal Corps Training Center, Camp Gordon
Chanute Air Force Base, Rantoul
Strategic Air Force Command, Lewiston
Signal Corps, Fort Monmouth
White Sands Proving Ground
Armed Forces Special Devices Center,

Port Washington
Army Chaplains School, Fort Slocum
Signal Corps Pictorial Center, Long Island City
Wright Patterson Air Force Base, Dayton
Randolph Field School of Aviation Medicine
Army Transportation School, Fort Eustis

AO

fr

3

I.
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Appendix H.--Armed Forces Television
Stations (In Order of Installation)

Lajes Field, Azores 12.
Wheelus Field, Tripoli, Libya 13.
Iceland Air Defense Force, Ke-
flavik, Iceland 14.
Thule Air Base, Greenland/
Dhahran Air Base, Saudi Arabia 15.
Kindley Air Force Base Ber- 16.
muds
Clark Air Force Base, Philip- 17.
pines
U. S. Naval Station, Guanta-
namo Bay, Cuba
Kagnew Station, Asmara
Eritrea

O. Kadena Air Force Base,
Okinawa

1. Sondrestrom Air Base,
Greenland

18.
19.

21.

22.
23.

Eniwetok, Marshall Islands
Ft. Clayton, Panama Canal
Zone
Albrook Air Force Base
Panama, Canal Zone
Ft. Greely, Alaska
U. S. Naval Station, Kodiak,
Alaska
U. S. Naval Station, Adak
Alaska
Goose Bay Air Base, Labrador
Ernest Harmon Air Base,
Newfoundland
Port of Whittier, Alaska
Ramey Air Force Base, Puerto
Rico
Landstuhl Air Base, Germany
Spangdahlem Air Base, Germany

Appendix I.-L-Typical Educational
TV Schedules

.WQED Program Reviews, Pittsburgh, Pa.
Program Schedule, September

MORNING SCHEDULE
9:05 Schooltime

Monday "Conquest of Science" General Science, Hefgh School. Eight
tours to places of scientific interest Among the tours are trips to a cyclotron,
to medical research laboiatories, to a weather station, to a large telephone
center, and to a coke and chemical plant.

Tuesday "The High Road" Language. Arts, Intermediate Grades.
series of programs that gives children pointers on finding information, note-
taking, interviewing techniques, reading for different purposes, studying for
tests, etc.

Wednesday "Gateway to Business" Business Practices, High School.
This gives students planning to enter clerical fields an idea of how to best
prepare themselves for and what to expect in the business field.

Thursday "Under the Sun" Science, Primary Gratks. A series of
programs planned to help children interpret what they see, hear and feel in
the world around them.

Friday "Tainting Town" Speech Improvement, Primary Grades. Aims
to make children more attentive to sounds both visually and auditorily
thus enabling them to improve their speech.

4
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6.

8.

9.

4.
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112 TELEVISION IN EDUCATION

9:20 Clock
9:25 &booMine

Monday The High Road see above
Tuesday Gateway to Business
Wednesday Under the Sun
Thursday Talking Town
Friday Conquest of cience

9:40 Clock
9:45 TTD Reading

Miss Stella Nardazza teaches reading to Fifth Grad rs in classrooms
under the signal cote of WQED that are involv
Demonstration.
10:10 Clock
10:15 Charming Otildren

Games, songs, handwork for the pre-school Children at home with Mrs.Marjorie Harm as the hostess. Parents may enroll their children in this course
by calling or writing to the station for an enrollment blank.
11 :00 Clock
11:05 rm Arithmetic

Mr. Alvin J. Stuart teaches arithmetic to fifth grade classes registered
the TelevisiOn Teaching Demonstration.

AFTERNOON SCHEDULE12:66 Clock
1:00 TTD Physics

Dr. Harvey E. White will conduct physics classes for high school students
in the Pittsburgh area.
1:80 Clock
1:32 Schookinse

Monday Gateway to Business
Tuesday Under the Sun
Wednesday Talking Town
Thursday Conquest of Societies
Friday The High Road

1:47 Clock r`f

1:50 TTD History Geography
Miss Mary Elizabeth Seiler teaches history - geography to fifth grads

stbdents in the Pittsburgh area involved in the Television Teaching
Demonstration.
2:15 Clock
2:17 &Melanie

Monday Under the Sun
Tuesday. Talking Town
Wednesday Conquest of Science
Thursday The High Road
Friday Gafeway to Business

2:82 Clock
2 :37 Sebooltinse

Monday Talking Town
Tuesday Conquest of Science
Wednesday The High Road
Thursday Gateway to Business
Friday Under the Sun

in the Television Teaching

11
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APPENDIXES 118

2:52 Clock

3:00 Schooltime Frendi
Mrs. Olga Russell of Chatham College teaches beginning French on Mon-days, Wednesdays and Fridays.
Tuesdays and Thursda

CAftvtin of the Pillion Studios.
4 :GO The aildren's Corner

Each day Jostle Carey, Daniel S. Tiger, Grandpere, Henrietta, X-Scape,King Friday and all the other members of the Children's Corner will
be on hand to bring 'you lots of fun, contests,. and the following weeklyfeatures:

MondayIt's a Small Worldmany things have happened over the
summer kn the attic. Dancing with Jack Burkhard.

TuesdayThe Zoo with Dorothy Merchant "What's New?" with NancyEvans. Things new around town and direct phone calls to children to findout what's new.
Wednesday"The Toy Shelf p

burgh. "Craft Corner."
Thursday"It's a Small World" with the Attic numbers. "Stunts andTumbling" and Cooking.
FridayLt. GatchellNavy knots and their uses is first on the agendafor the fall. SpeciaL-- special every Friday. Among the guestswill be the Mason Marionettes; Emile Jacohson the Poetry Lady; the &limy

Bunny, and others.

EVENING SCHEDULE
MONDAY

PARLONS FRANCAIS with M. Louis

ted by the Junior League of Pitts-

Adult School of tilt AirEnglish
Mr. Wayne Mong, of Peabody High School, and Mr. Clarence Worley,of Gladstone High School, are the instructors for the course in English.

See clip-out registration blank on page two.
7:00 The Classical Answer

Dr. Robert L. Zetler, Professor of English, Chatham College, returns toWQED this fall with a new series of programs in which he turns to the
classics, the great works of the volt thinkers, for the answers which they
can give to human problems today.
800 The Greeks Had A Word for It

The popular family quiz game returns to WQED with Jim Westover ashost, and 'kale Carey of the Children's Corner and Rank Stohl of Kay-
Dee Kartoons as permanent pinelists.
906 Shop Talk

The do-it-yourself program returns to WQED this fall for its third
season with Don Moon.
9:30 Operation Understanding

The problems of labor and management will be discussed in this new
program series presented by the National Conference of Christians and Jews.
MN American Art Today

Dr, Maloohn Preston, Chairman of Fine Arta Department at Hofstra
College, serves as host for this series concerning explains* 1_41f, realism,
classicism, influences of science on art and sources of gOth Century art.

XIII,

6:30

.



114 TELEVISION IN EDUCATION

WHA-TV, Madison, Wisconsin
Program Schedule Week of October 29

TUESDAY
9:80 am Early Wisconsin
1 :30 p.m. Let's Draw
5:45 p.m. Music Album
6:00 p.m. TV Journal:

Robert Lindsay
6:15 p.m. Buckskin Hob

3:15

4:00
5:30
6:00

6:30
7:00
7:30

8:00

8:80
9:00

, 45 p.m.
. 00 p.m.
30 p.m
00 p.m

.30 p.m.
00 p.m.

Friendly Giant
Music for Young People
Quiz the Professor
Frontiers of Health
The National Government
Station Sign Off

KQED, Safi Francisco, California
Program Schedule for Week of October 15

WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 17
THE AMERICAN ECONOMY Telecourse with Dr. Thomas Lank*,

S. F. State.
YESTERDAY'S WORLDS Preview of evening seris on archeology.
PORTRAIT IN MUSIC "Scheherazade" (Rimsky-Korsakov)
HOP, SKIP AND DANCE Creative dance for children with

Dick Ford.
SPORTS 'TIME Athletic skills for aspiring young athlete&
PORTRAIT IN iUSIC Rubinstein plays compositions by Liszt
EFFECTIVELY SPEAKING Public speaking techniques with

Martha Hood.
RENAISSANCE ON TV "Aldus M nutius Master Renaissance

Printer."
YESTERDAY'S WORLDS "Portraits of Ancient People."
WORLD OF 1980 "Automobiles in the Future" Bay Area experts.

WCET, Cincinnati, Ohio
Program Listings for Week of November 26

THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 29
EXTENDED HOMEROOM PERIOD A teacher and a

group of his homeroom pupils informally discuss some prob-
lems that come up in school; for viewing by teachers. (L)

AMERICAN ALBUM In this third film of the OMNIBUS
"LINCOLN" series, we see Abe's life as it was between the
ages of 14 and 21.. (K)

PALETTE AND BRUSH: BASIC ART PRINCIPLES
Art and artists; styles and techniques are discussed by carl
von Volborth, as he continues his college credit telecourse,
offered in conjunction with the UC evening college. (L)

RENAISSANCE ON TV Dr. Frank Baxter discumes the
many factors in the development of printing. (K)

FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 16

3:10-3:40 PM

7:00-7:30 PM

7:30-8:30 PM

8:30-9:00 PM

8:10 p.m.

7:00 p.m.

7:45 p.m.

College Math algebra
trigonometry

College Math algebra
trigonometry

Flintier* of the Sea

8:00 p.m. President's Press
Conference

8:80 p.m. Frontier's of Health --
Tuberculosis

9:00 p.m. ianerican Art Today

7::
#s
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Alabama Educational Television Network: WTIQ
Munford WBIQ Birmingham WAIQ Andalusia

Program Schedule Week of October 22
MONDAY OCTOBER 22

1

12:00
fl

1:00
15

1:30
2:00

_30

.00
:30

4:00

:44
:445

00
1 30
2:00

5:44
5 45
6:00
6:15

6:16

6:30

6:45

7:15

Siam On
TV School Time
Farm Facts
TV School Time
TV School Time
TV School Time
Today's Home
TV School Time
Industrial Progrer4.
Buckskin Bob
Red Cross

4:30
5 ao
5 30
6:00

6:30

7:00

7:30
8:GO
8730
9:00

9:30

Let's Go Traveling
Film
Speak Spanish
nasterworks
Mathematics
Care*rs
Capstone Review
Concert Grand
History 2
Shakespeare on TV
Sign Off

\WUNC-TV, ahapel Hill North Carolina\ Program Schedule Week of October 29

TUESDAY
6 ao
b:45
7:00

15
8:00
8:t5
9:30

10:00
10:05

Sign On
Music
Today on the Farm
Music in the Air
Science and Nature
Sign Off
Sign On
Music
Magic Lantern
Sports Clinic

News
Sports
Books and Pevple
Bible Course
Educational Sociology
State Government
Passing Notes on Music
Final Edition
Sign Off

WGBI-1-7V, Cambridge, Massachusetts
Program Schedule, October

TUESDAY
THE FRIENDLY GIANT. Bob Homme, University of Wisconsin

School of Music. (ETRC)
LOUIS M. LYONS and the NEWS. Curator of the Nieman Fellow-

shiPs, Harvard.
THE WORLD WE WANT. Foreign high school students discuss

world problem. (ETRC)
ROUNDUP OF THE BRITISH WEEKLIES. (BBC)
NEIGHBOR TO THE NORTH. Film portraits of Canadian life. Oct 2

Arctic Dog Team; Oct. 9 Cliff Hangers; Oct. 16 French
Canada; Oct. 23 River Watch.

ELL YOU A STORY. Donald Born, Boston University. Oct. 2
The shorn Lamb by Jean Stafford; Oct. 9 The Great Grandmother
by Nancy Rale; Oct. 16Monsieur Seguin's, Goat by Alphonse
Daudet; Oct. 23 The Whittle by Eudora Welty; Oct. 30 Lost
Soldier by Stanford Whitmore.

2:34

-

a
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7:80 PASSING

TELEVISION IN EDUCATION

OTES ON MUSIC. Gomer J. Jon
,tate University.

(To be repeated Wednesday at 8 0)
THE CAMPAIGN ISSUES. Louis M. Lyons and guests.

(To be repeste4 on WGhll-FM, Saturday at 5:00)
VARIATIONS QN A THEATRE THEME. Anecdotes and mall

cenots of Ben I&-n Payne, aunt Professor of Drama The Uniimrs:ty
of Texas_ -= =Radio liouse_,

(To be repeate4 Friday at 5:15)
8:15 Oct. SO BOSTON SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA. h*rIes Mundt

Music Director. (From Kresge Auditorium)
SPQTLIGHT ON ETV. The story of educational television tn

Oct imgo; Oct. 9 Seattle; Oct 16 Saw Froneist
oct. 13 Boston.

nning Oct. 16 BOOKS AND IDEAS. Oct 16 World Elting
and rime by Robert Penn Warren; Oct. Z8 C oniktrvatignt
America by Clinton Roagiter.

Oct 2 BOSTON SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA EDINBURGH FES-
TIVAL CONCERT. Charles Munch, conductor. Works by COPLAND
BEETHOVEN, SCHUMANN. (Isaac Stern, &Waist)

VOICES OF FRANCE IN CHORUS. Oct. 9 smitietk Century;
Oct. 16 Poulenc, Sastguot, and Honeyger; Oct. Z3 --- rAtsur and Ntg

LABORATORI. Experiments in4deas and t*ctniquat. Oct. 2Poetry
of Edward Lear. David McCord, Hammy Curator of the Fara*
worth and Poetry Rooms in the Harvard College Library.

Oct 16 MUSEUM OPEN HOUSE. Th. W arid of Evinpiowtv Cffiattikr.
Peter Wick, Assistant Curator of Prints, host (Telecast direct from
the galleries of the Museum of Fine Arts.)

Oct. Z3 WORLD WITHOUT END. How the United Nations intrks
to help the nations of 64 world.

WILL- V, Urbana, Illinois
Program Schedule for Week of November 5

WEDNESDAY NOVEMBER 7

Music,
(ETRC)

6:15
6 :30
7 :(X)

7:30

News
Children's Corner
Books in Balance
Beginning Spanish Telecourm

8:00 Art and Artists of
Great Britain

8:30 Shakespeare on TV

KCTS, Seattle, Washington
Program Schedule, October

MONDAY
Matrix= Viewing

1:15-1:40
Traveling With Trippy. Programs &signed to arouse primary schoohnie
interest in transportation are built around a little guiteue which travel&
Sept. 24, The Freight Train.
Oct. 1. The Highway Train.
Oct. 8. The Biggest Ship.
Oct 10. The, Bus.

s

Professor of
Michigan

8:00

Armies..
2

8:80

(ETRC)

9:00

is

.;

.10
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Oft

d.)
22 A Mainliner.

Regina kt 2. Cast Your
gmund, meaning, and mutts
First topic: of theHistory
45-2:10
Resource For
structs int,
Sept. 24. Salt
Oct 1

Get 8.
CIL a."

?ENDUES

Jack Sechrit, of the State
in our five basic natural rourc

eAt,.

29.

inetias arid Their Mimrung
ucts and WIld Lif
feuntin

mats.

ailchim Programs
dventureL SIIY4UmaIt plays Queen Mamei-abue

about the t,rites of the forest.
7:15

Mr. M

8.

Musee. Film. th wonders of the world are
he's a favorite of young folks.
Sept U. Wonderful Planets.
Oct I. Sounds in the Air.
Oct & Mastodon and Mammoth
Oct 15. Pennsylvania Dutch
Oct 22. Vikings at Cape Cod.
Get 29. Bees in Your Bonnet.

How To Play Flag Football. Bob Bendershott, of the University of Wash-
n, and Tmn Evans of John Marshall Jr. High instruct and Te/I Bell

e. for these lessons.
n How To Ski.

117

-artmen

stories

topic

Family Viewing

Te4ereurse Preview. Letturers for sill four fall telecourse, will
appear on Channel Nine to discuss their dawn and how to aura..
Begins Oct. 1. Spanish At Hone, Clarence Abell°, of Seattle University,
teaches beginning conversational Spanish, emphasizing commercial aspects.
Viewer's Guide: 50 cents to Seattle University Broadway and Madison,
Seattle 22.

8 :30-9 AO
Heritage et the Paid. 1.4ftture4 by nevoid members of the Uinversity of
Washington history departhurnt will comprise this tell coordinated
by Dr. &dawn Katz. For study guick send $2 to Telecourse, University of
Washington, Seattle 6

KUON-TV, Lincoln, Nebraska
Program scheidtile, October

WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 3, 10, 17, 24, 31
MORNING
9:00 MUSICAL FORMS A noted violist explains the form used by

poems Fr= University of South= Oitifmsnia. Ends October 24.

a

;

Vote. Intermediate grades are shown the back-
of veins by Keith Kele, of Eazttsm School.

I

Gams in-
yr;404

'7041;:w

,*eirlitit

sigma Game

7:00-7:15
LAIN & tells

lir.

7$3-8:60

is
Oct.

Is

I.

Sept 24,

can.-

"ea&

_

s Z. C" 177,

PLa.;;?

r

- A L : f

Oct

M's
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t 1

le

EDUCATION

FOR YOUNG PEOPL Fifth and sixth graders ift
prtwiation frm outstanding ensemble group. From

1n t&r 31.
THE MONTHS IEFORE BIRTH Dr.

C"S-S fitO and physio
Pitisbu Ends October 17.

FACTS OF MEDICINE Harvard professor

Anne Wagner f
of reproduction.

dis=cuw- differences between fat
problem&

BUd IN
Fr-0. WGBH-T
BOB For th

tures with
10:30 FIRST YEAR

school

A FT E ILN

1:30 MUSI

o .A0

Bt-*
youn

al"

important men of the i_mst._

ALGEBRA Twenty minute
ra teacher. David Wells.

Ins
ft---n-

AL FORM, Repeat of moimag p
of Southern California. Ends October 24 .

MUSIC FOR YOUNG PEOPLE Repeat
eW York City. Begins October

THE MONTHS BEFORE BIRTH RepeAt
from WQED, Pittsburgh. Ends C.

FACTS OF MEDICINE Repeat
TV, Boston. Begins October 24.

ov

From

preventive

October 24.
historical

eTti

morning program from

of morning prcitgram
17.

rning program from WGUW

WTHS-TV, Miami, Florida
Date County's Non-COmmercial Educational Community Television

Program Schedule for Week of October 15th
rEDNKSDAY. WrOBER

6:45- :00
7:00- t:30
7:30 :45

:45- 8:00
8:00- 8:30

Dinner Music
Parents and Dr. Spock
The Almanac
C-om unity Feature
Art ound Us

8:30- 9:00
9:00- 9:15
9:15- 9::10
9:30-10:00

Big Picture
Flight Plan for Peace
Community Feature
PEmsing Notes on Mu

WTTW, Chicago, Illinois
Program Listings for Week of October 21

MONDAY, OCTOBER 22
9:15- 9:45 a.m. TV College

Political Scien
223

9:45-11:00 a.m. WTTW Test
Pattern

11 :00-11 :80 a.m. TV College
Biology 101

11:30- 1:00 p.m. WTTW Tart
Pattern

1:00- 1:80 p.m TV College
Social Science 101

1:30- 2:15 p.m.

2:15- .45 p.m.

4:00 p.m.

4:W- 4:15 p.m.
4:16- 4:30 p.m.
4:30- 5:00 p.m.
5:00- 7:00 p.m.

WTTW Test
Pattern
TV Cxillege
English 101
WTTW Test
Pattern
Story Time
Playschool
Totem Club
Window of the
World of Music

9:00

9 -30

IN

(cont`d.)
MUSIC

York City.

dig-

WQED,

of iIicne
opinion concerning htm]th

S.

a of adven-
From }NED, San Francisco_

daily session with big+

from University

of
31.

of

17

2:45--

TELEVISION

set,



is-

6 p

ot

Adventure Out
of Doors_
How-To-Dolt
Time
The Universe
Myout Us
TV C:=1
Political
(I 4

5 p.m, Kaleidoscope
9:30 p.m. Industry or

Pa_r-a=

so 10 CW
00-10

10:05-10= 5 perry.

rid Sp
Tomorrow
TV

p.m. T

WTVS. Detroit, Michigan
Detroit Educational Television Foundation

Program Listings for Week of Novembe

TUKSDAY

Trotter
tanding
ild

p.m. (_

.45 pm.

4 30- 4 45 p.m.

PM

3:00
3:a0
3:45
4:00
4:15
4:30
4:45
5.00
5:n

ry Ti
1- 30 pm Music for

Pftz.---)1e

1VEMBER b

3t
h

30= 9 00 p.

Dinner Re
Living in the
Yte=rday ia
W=r1

119

9:30 p.m. Food Buy-Wa
Wonders of
Dentistry

10 00 10 3t1 p. (Jb;
Matrimony

9:30-10:00 p.m.

KRMA.,TV, Denver Colorado
Program Schedule for Week of October

THURSDAY OCTOBER 25

Teddy's Ske book (C)
Man and Laugh r 'AY)

(Sinclair Lewls)
Play Retter Football (F,

8:00 Science
(Arch

8:15 Human Biology
(Teleourse

WOSU-.TV, Columbus Ohio
Program Schedule Week of October 29

MONDAY

Test Patitrn
But in Best Sellers
The crristoplwrs
Film
The Friendly Giant
The Bibliwhile
Film
Heritage of the Land
The Radioisotope

OCTOBER 29
PM
6:30
6 50
7:00
7:80
8:00
8:30
9:00
9:10

V-

Water for a Nation
News
Agribus
Great PIai
Play by Ear
Film
Sports
Program Preview

logy

Ys

AY)

7:00-

7:30 p.m.

30- 8:00 p.m.

s AI- 8:30 p.m.

APPralit

Science

9:16-

p.m.

10:3S-11:05

Collage
English 101

Collwe
Biology 101

10:00-10:30 a.m. Globe
1:30- p.m.

the
2:00- 2:30 tag*
2:30- w to the

Past

7 Young

6:41
7:00

8 :00 p.m.
8 :30 p.m. Cit

8

9:00-

4)2

Q. ( A )

egy)

8:30-

p.m.

4

7:30
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KETA Oklahoma City, Oklahoma
Program Schedule

WEDN&ri:DAY

2:00 The
2:15 Tell A tory
2:3=0 Phymes
3 00 Trigunmutry
3 SO Sign Off

If

12 N)
12:45
1:00
1:15
1:&)

2:00
8 30
4:00
4:SO

Tepoe t4 To e
;can Art Tc.-

of Health

WOkTV, Ambit, Iowa
Program Sdiclute film Novo r 4 I 0

MONDAY NOVEMBER 5

- Maier
Weather Kalb

Farm sn Market Digest
Industry cni Pars&
Today's rimmunaker
Time for Company
TV SelvoWtinw Curren

Erents
Afternoon Film Fettival
TV Theater
Weiftwar4 Whoa
Magic Winckw Puppets

7:30 a.m.
8:15 a.m.
8:30
9:15 a.m.
9:80 a_nt.

10:00
5:16 p.m.
5:30 p.m.

3:29 p.m.
3:30 p.m.
4:00 p.m.
4:29 p.m.

5-00
.00
.3f)
00

7 :SO
00
Si)
sA)

10.00

Mickey
Range
Bold Journey
Danny Thomas Show
Voice of Firtntone
Bishop Sheen
Mims anti Talent
News Bishop
Weather K-Wb

to reiene
Repuhlican Speech
Two for the Show

KUHT, Houston, Texas
Program Listings for Week of October 22

TUMBAY, ocroBER 23
Life Sciemes .30 p.m. Nano Leas=
Industzy on Parade 3D p.m. World We Want
MathariatJes of Finance 00 p.m. Viz Quiz
To be anmumed N p.m. American AlbumAt lime with Your 00 p.m. 1.4pci'to be Free

Child 80 pan Accounting
Morning sign af N p.m. The Late Editim
News and Views 10:00 p.m. Let's Talk Sports
Children's Corner 10:30 p.m. Sign off

WKAR-TV, East Lansing Michigan
Program Schedule for Week of Octxkor 29

TUESDAY,
Headline News
Ladies Thus
Toy Shop
Headline News

OCTOBER
4:30 p.m.
5:00 p.m.
5:29 p.m.
5:30 p.m.

30
Buckskin Bob
Here
Headline News
Man in the Kittintn

120

1:34 Intmrzed

JIM

11 :00
_3:15

441

6 :e. Trios "nee?
7:411
7 :Se
6:*1) rrenag---

:M Sii Off

!.]

iic 3(srvia

rikay ill

a.m.

a.m.

6

8:
9
9 :

:

1 1 :it

wise Club
:Cian

'Valk

°

12:25

Airthrs
Clown

Musk

Kid

-

9
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Appendix k State-Wide Networks of
EducaUonal TV Stations

nnI
%LAMA MA

NIQ
WBIQ
WTIQ

(Pr.
Univvria
ma, Birm
Alabama
Institute Auburn)

Flon State iver-
sity Tallalia.ssee

University of Fiona*
Gainesville 8

NUM' Jacksonville..
WTH8-TV _ 2
Community

Tampa
Petersburg

A

WGTV Athens_ _
WEIN Atlanta_ 80
Community

CAumixis 34
Savannah *Mc MN M.=

WILL-T Champaign-
Urbana LyC <mw Aft= 12

WTTW
Community

Carbondale 61
DeiCalb I/
Peoria IOW iP.

Rockford 45
Springfield 0116-1110 401ral- 26

Mayo& !Masai

a

Educational

AN A

K

WYES
ew Orleans

Community
ri-Aiton Rouge
Lake Charie4._ __ 19

N N WATT A

OHIO

8

KTCA
St Paul _

CommunIty
Duluth

CET Cincln
WOSU-TV Columbus 84
WittUN4N Oxford,_ 14
WGTE-TV Toledo...._ 30
Public &boots

Cleveland 25
State Unwanti

Rowhn Green
Community

Akron
Dayton 16

-

2

8

Olu.A ROMA*

KETA-TV Oklahoma
City-Norman 18

KOED-TV Tulsa.... 11
Oklahma A &

Stillwater 69
Community

Enid aft Me, AVA.. 27
Lawt4m 28
Muskogee 45

11111111.0!

Sb

11/

6:00 'LILA.

6;15
6:30 p.m.
7:00 p.m.
7:270 p.m.

10

aport-
-'

7:30 p.m.. a Wo

Educational Ants

FLORIDA

American fr

8 :SO p American
2 :00 p.m. Siv

9:44 p.m. get

Birh _

ELItA410

Centers t
of

Pot
i

2
10

l 1

Zit

8

O ne W- am 0011.

MD.

DLL Os(

W-1112.

Chicago... 11

400,0.

=r

Area

konnte

_-
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- 00- Oar am.

innexiltolis-

.

'41

MPS- 11M- Ins 'ow .1M0. Al! Se 0.0

%Ili .0 11111.-0=0 =OW 411010.0110 .00 00
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dam %SW 1101 foll.W,
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Whirl

News

8:00 p.m.

9:30 p.m.

Wtt & Humor
Sport-lite

Off

Azdalusia_ _

7

kat)**
and

_

_

3

- dn-

WM 27

LO

2

_ __ 34

_ _ _ _

.
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Educational Area Channel Educational Area Channel

NORTH CAROLINA
WUNC-TV

Chapel Hill_ _ _ 4
State College Raleigh 4
Woman's College

Greensboro 4 PUERTO Rico

University of Oregon__ _ 9
Community

Portland 10
Salem 18

*Studios on campus,
relaying programs to
Chapel Hill

NEW YORK
WTVZ Albany____ 17
WQTV Binghampton 46
WTVF Buffalo
WIET Ithaca
WREG New York___
WROH Rochester_
WHTV Syracuse__ 43
Community

Malone 66
Poughkeepsie 83
Rome-Utica _ 26

93

14
95

21

OREGON*

KOAC-TV Corvallis

Appendix K.

San Juan_ 6
Commonwealth

Mayaguez _ 3

WISCONSIN

WHA-TVMadison __ 21
WMVS-TVMilwaukee _10
State Authority

Adams 58
Chilton __ _ _ 24
Eau Claire 19
La Crosse 32
Marinette ______ 38
Park Falls 18
Shell Lake 30
Superior 8
Wausau 46

Racal! of Colleges by States
ALABAMA

Alabama Polytechnic
Institute

University of Alabama

CALIFORNIA
College of the Pacific
San Diego State College
San Francisco State College
San Jose %State CoNge
University of California
University of Southern

California

COLORADO

University of Colorado
University of Denver

CONNECTICUT

University of Connecticut
Yale University

*Network proposed

DELAWARE

University of Delaware

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA
American University
The Catholic University

of America
Geofgetown University
The George Washington

University

FLORIDA

Florida State University
University of Florida
University of TMiami
University of Tampa

GEORGIA

Eniory University
Georg* Institute of

Techntlogy
Univerlity of Georgia

__

via

a.

WIPR-TV

_

_____

1

a.

S.

A

_

-7-

_____

_ ____

to,
.-



APPENDIXES

LIANOIS

Chicago Junior Colleges
De Paul University
Illinois Institute of

Technology
Loyola University
Northwestern University
University of Chicago
University of Illinois

A

I Butler University
Indiana State Teachers

College
Indiana University

'A

Iowa State College r

University of Iowa

KANSAS

Kansas State College
(Manhattan)

University of Kansas

MARYLAND

The Johns Hopkins University
University of Baltimore
University of Maryland

MASSACH unrrs
Boston Caen
Boston University
Massachusetts Institute of

Technology
Tufts College
University of Massachusetts

MICHIGAN

Michigan State University
University of Detroit
University of Michigan
Wayne University

MISSOURI

St. Lsuis University
Stegens College
Washington University

go-

MONTANA

Montana State University

ERRASXA

Creighton University
University of Omaha

123

NEW 'Jszy
Rutgers University
Seton Hall University

NEW YORK
Columbia University
Cornell* University
New York University
State University of New York :

College for Teachers, Albany
College for Teachers, Buffalo
Teachers College, Brockport
Teachers College, Fredonia
Teachers College, New Paltz
Teachers College, Oneonta

Syracuse University
The University of Rochester
Union College and University

NORTH CAROLINA
East Carolina College
State College Raleigh
State Teachers College
University of North Carolina

at Chapel Hill
Woman's College

OHIO
Miami University
The Ohio State University
University of Cincinnati
University of Toledo
Xavier University

OKLAHOMA
Oklahoma Agricultural and

Mechanical College
Univvsity of Oklahoma
University of Tulsa

a

OREGON

Oregon State College
University of Oregon
University of Portland

PENNSYLVANIA
Chatham College
Duquesne University
Temple University
The Penttsylvania !Rite

Univerqty
University of Pennsylvania
University of Pittsburgh

Pylon° Rico
University of Puerto Rico

-c

4.

,

.1

,

-



124 TELEVISION IN EDUCATiON

RHODE ISLAND
Brown University
University of Rhode Island

TENNESSEE

George Peabody College
for Teachers

Memphis State College
Southwestern at Memphis
University of Tennessee
Vanderbilt University

TEXAS

St. Mary's University
of San Antonio
San Antonio

Southwestern University

Trinity University
University of Houston
University of Texas

UTAH
University of Utah

NASHINGTON
Gonzaga University
State College of Washington
Univers* of Seattle
University of Washington

WISCONSIN
Marquette University
Milwaukee Vocational
University of Wisconsin

and many others.
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